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1
HOLLAND,

VOL. X-NO.21.
r>ARK8,

She

\V. U. Attorney and Councelorat Law.
corner of River and Eighth streets.

$0llantl (Eitg

I

weeklyTewspapeb,

rpEN EYCK, J.. Attorneyat Law and Collecting
1. Agent. Offlceln Kenyon <fc Van Putteu's bank

a

CITY,

OTTO

J.

...8

Apple*, tf buahel ............
Botin*, ^ inifhol ........
Butter, V lb ................
Clover seed. V lb .............
Egg*, V dozen ............. ......
Honey. ^ lb .................
Hay, V ton .................
Onions, $ bushel*
.......
Potato«8, V bushel ...........
Timothy Seed, V bushel ..... ..... 2 50
.

•

MICHIGAN,

I \B GROUT. L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving.
LJ sbampoouing. hair-dyeing,etc., doneatrea
souablerates.Barbershop next door to the City

DOESBURG,

Hotel.

14-ly

Editor and PublMer.
Y

|

.....

at
do

4 00

dO
00

EACH. W. H. Commission Merchant, and
dealer in Grain. Flour and Produce. High-

if

si

12
10 00

at
<&

00
2 75
1

Wheat, white bushel ........ new 1 12

@

1
Corn, shelled V bushel
Oats, ^ bushel ......................
/NKE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand Buckwheat, $ bushel............ 75 Oji 1
OB (‘HINTING I*llOXl*TLYAND NEATLY DONE.
Ijl olllce No. 42 Ninth street,next door to ihe Bran. * 100 lbs ....................<8>
Feed. 6 ton ......................
& 21
First Reformed Ohurch.
V 100 lb .........
do
do l
1 20 (ft 1
Bariev, f 100 1b ...........
Drag! asd Meliclaet.
do 1
.Middling,V 100 lb ......
On e nquareof ton llncH, nonpareil.) 75 cants INOESBURG, J. O., Dealerlu Drugsaud Medl- Flour, brl
5
llrHtinsertion.and‘25 cents for ouch subse L/ clues, /’aints and Oils, Brushes.&c. l*hy- Pearl Barley, *1100 lb ......
3
quent i nsertiou for any period under three sician sprescriplionscarelully pump: Eighth si. Rye W bush ............
at
Corn Meal ^ 100 lbs ......
at 1
,
. ,
| 3 m. | fi m. I 1 y.
do 1
yfEENGS, D. R.. Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- Fine Corn Meal P DO lbs
iciues.Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles andl’er5 (K) I 8 «)
3
.7J
1 Square ............
8 00 | 10 00
rnmsriss. River street.
5 00
........ ......
8 00 10 00 : 17 HO
............
t/ANI’UTTEN.Ws.,Dealer in Drugs. Medi10 00 17 00 | 25 0J
'4 Column .............
clues, Paints, Oils, etc.; ProprietorofDr.
17 IH) 25 00 40 00
W. VanDen BEKo'sFainilyMedicines:EighthSt.
•r> <H) 40 00 fi5 00

paid at xix month*.

.......... <&

40

Dtntltt.

“

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

©
©

(

months. ,

„

__

2
3

“
“

*

“

..........

...

_

IITALSH HEBE

Druggist & Pharmacist; a
full stock ol goods appertaining
to the bus-

Vt

it,

you put

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three iuess.
lines. $2.00 peranuum.
Brest Hikers.
Notices of Births. Marriages, and Deaths pubilshed whitout charge for subscribeis.
I)ERRY. C. A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser,
would respectfully announce to the citlrens
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
that
she has opened Dress. Making and Hair Dressthe expiration of iho Subscription.Two XX siging
rooms,
in the building,one door west of Grif
nlf that no paper will be continuedafter date.
tin s Drug Store, Washington street, Grand Haven.
i4T Ail advertising bills collectablequarterly. Also
teaches in Wax, Worsted,Lace, and other
fancy work.
31-ly

PER

THIS

P A
off ‘ffff
paper AdvertisingBureau t!0 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may bo made for it in NEW

YORK.

l

ly slop bar’l

il.

Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hals and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Eoteli.

Taking Effect, Sunday, June 12, 183i;

UTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers * Sons. Pro\J prietors.The only first-classHold in the
f

Day Nt’l
Mall. Exp. Exp.

-

-

—

--

—

TOWNS.

p.

m.

p.

m.

m.

a.

41020 1 55 10 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 9 40

5 15

10 40 .... 11 03 East Suugutuck 3 05

5

10 55 2 20 11 2i ....Richmond.

00

2 55 9 20 4 45

..

12 00. 2 50 11 55 ..Od. Junction.. 2 15 8 45 3 55
12 25 3 05 12 10

.....

2 00 8 80 3 35

Bancor. ...

1 50 3 55 1 30

12

50 7 32 2 10

45

1

..

.St.

Joseph.

..

all the

Mich.

X

HOTEL.

HOTEL.

O

Is

i

CATARRH

Itanlds.

m.ip. m.
5 20 9 45 3 25 ....Holland ..... 10 45 1 5) U010

Eigtithand Fish bireel. All kinds ol sausages constantly on hand.

I/'UITE, J., Dealer
.

.

9 25

Hudsonvilie... 10 15

1 12 9 05

6 15 10 15 4 05 ....Grandvllle...10 80
35

fi

II)

a. in. p.

30 4 2) ..Grand Rapids.. 9 45 1 no 8 45
a. in. p. in. p. m.
p. m.

I

T

\

and twine; 8th

the Night Bxpi ess leaves
and arrivesin Grand Rapids 3:10 a. m.

:4U

1

street.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

to
_ _

Holland

Muskegon.

m.

m

m.
t5 30 3 25 10 40 ....Holland.

a.

p.

a.

11 20 ....Bushklll....
.

.

down

f

6 50 4 20 11 50 ...Ferrysburg...

inspect.

OTEGBNGA, A.

F„ Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Otlice ai his residenceNew Holland,

O

3 00 12 35 8 35

Michigan.

and draw

nostril

of the spoon

out of the

the Oil

Now, piggy,” said she,

they cun, until the Oil falls over into the

be, it will clean it

catarrh. For deafness and earache it has
done wonders lo

The Common Council met pursuant to resolution
adoptedJute 7lh, 1881 and was called to order by
the Mayor.
Aldermen present: Ter Vrca, Beach, Butkau,
Beukcma, Winter, Landual Kuite, and Iho Clerk.
Mayor stated the object of the meeting whs to
review and consider objections, if any, to the
SpecialAssessment roll of Fish Street Sttcclal
Assessment District.
The CUy Clerk reported that no objections had
been filed iu his office, to the special assessment
roll of Kish Street Special Assessment District,
and that notice hud been given two weeks In the
Holland City Nkws according to the requirements of the law.
By Aid. Beach,
Hefiotrsd. That the special assessment roll for
the Improving,clayingand gravelingof Kish
Street special Assersiuent District, as reported by
the Board of Assessors, June 7th, A. D. 1881, be
and the same is hereby confirmed.
Which motion prevailed bv two thirds of the
Aldermen elect concurringtherein by yeas and
nays as follows: Yeas, 7. Nays, None.

GEO.

II.

8IPP, Citu

Clerk.

By intelligencereceived from the Warner
Observatory, Rochester, N. Y., It ap
pears that still another comet

lias

just

certain knowledge.

dubbed patent

medicine that I have ever
mending, and

nm

I

felt like

it

recom-

very anxious to see

in every place, for I tell you that I

in

my house for

am now

sideration.I
27,1881.

my

It is the only medicine

not be without

Council.

Holland,Mich., June

a week, I
head may
out aud cure their

throat, nad practice that twice
don’t care how offensive their

it

would

any con-

suffering witli a

my right limb,
relievedme like Thomas’

puin like rhcumalism, in

and

nothing

Eclectric Oil.

DR.

E. F.

CRANE,

Corry, Pa.

A responsible grain merchant of

New

York has used the cable to ascertain the
actual condition of the crops in Europe.

Th) prospects

in

France are

fine,

and the

Russian harvest will be the best for twen-

years. It is asserted that Europe will
not only be independent of American

ty

wheat, hut that Russia will offer consider-

able competition to our gruiu-growers.
Germany, Austria, Houmauia, and Switzerland send out the most encouraging reports.

The name

of the corporationformerly

know n as Scribner & Co. (publishers of

been Scribner Monthly, St. Nicholat, “ The

hymn and

discovered by Dr. Gould, Director of the Spiritual Songs Series" of

The
Cigars

tune books,
etc.) lias

Co.

“Songs

for

the Sanctuary,”

now been changed

The

The Century

to

of Scribner'sMonthly will

title

the Constellation of the Dove, Right As- become The Century, with the next vol-

12-tf

Nsurr Patliei.

.Johnsvillo....3 25

one

end

1.00, trial

(

3 30

half fill it with the

spoon into the head by sniffingas hard as

the great comet of 1817, and is located in

A

10th and Rivet streets.

35 4 15 11 45 ..Grand Haven.. 3 05 12 40 8 40

fi

it

and

kettles,

Burdock Blood Billers.Price

EALD,

X

3 35

11 25

Burdock and boil

large stock of bleached and unFrom Muskegon IJAUELb, VAN FUiTK.N & CO.. 1'roprietors
of Idugijtr Mitlt; Steam Saw and Flour bleached cottons, and all kinds of dress
to Holland
Mills.) near tool of Hlh street.
goods and trimmings has just arrived at
p. in. p. m. p. m.
f)
40
4
Ofi
1
3)
...
1I7ILMS, F. 11. Manufacturerof Wooden, and ihe store of G. VAN PUT TEN & SONS.
TV Iron and Wood combination Dumps. Cor- Ladies are especially invited to call and

00

fi

lo dig ihc

LX

(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)

From

Grandmotner
say: “ Boys, if your blood is out

R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
Agricultural implements; commission agent size 10 cents.
for MowIuk Machines- cor. lUtbdt River street.
I I

in

making a nasty, smelling deCordova Observatory, Argentine Republic,
coction; now you get all the curative
South America. This comet seems lo h i
properties put up in a palatableform in

Hinufietcrtoi.Killi, Shopi, Sic.

On Sunday morning
Holland

had

AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer iu Fresh, Salt, in
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper

m.

lo

of order try Burdock leu;” Hud then they

iu all kinds of meats and
vegetables; ileal Market on 8th street.

IV

Used

Is a cure for the most obstinate

small teaspoon

.

IJUTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market,near corner

p.

5 85 9 5o 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 35 1 40 9 55
5 57 10 07 3 52

_
i

it

it

am

cold or cough, and if any one will take a

sbtove it would kapo us both Oil, and than place the

little

Common

Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint-

ii

m

Whin one

What a Cough!

11

a.

confident

[ornciAL.1

Hold.

in.

axe,

will cure seven times out of ten. I

it

.Mich.

LiverTini Sile Sutler

carving

ago. I was for many years a sufferer
from quinsy; “Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
cured me.” I was also troubled with
hoarseness,and Thomas’ EclectricOil
always relieved me. My wife and child
had diphtheria, and “ Thomas’ Eclectric

tf

_

Michigan.

it lot

and other uses iu the arts. When full
grown this mahogany of Nevada docs not

Wld his delicate,tinder allusions to you;
So now yez musht tell me Jusht what I must do,
joiner’s
13-ly.
For, if I’m to say yes, shtir the shwill wid yer
-*•*>
shnout;
The largest variety of Cigars and To- But if I'm to say no, ycz musht knpe yer nose out.
baccos, the cheapest and the best, at
Now. Larrle,for shame! lobe bribin’a pig
By a-tossln’a handful of corn in its shwlgl ”
15
Pksbink’s.
“ Me darling,the piggy says yes,” answered he.
If you want a nice dish ol Ice Cream go And that was the courtship uf Larrle O’Dee.
to the parlors fitted up for the purpose, at
— W. W. ftink, in the Independent.
15
E. S. Danorkmond’s.

UMy

a fine grain, and has proper-

which admirably adapt

Oil cured them,” and if taken in time

the cracks

Of me shanty, lusht March, at ycz shwingin’ yer

" Lame’s courtin'o’ me,

13

in. p.

Widow McGee! ’’
Answered Larrle O’Dee,
"If ye fale in yer heart we are mane to the pigs.
AnT we mane to ourselves to lie runnln’ two right
Och! It made me heart ache when I paped through
‘•Shwate

u

Oh,

When

is as dense as

That whlnevcr one grunts thin the other can hear, years
And yit keep a cruel partitionbetwane!’’

pared to build new dwellings, or repair

nooNE

p.

boxwood, has

wood

exceed three feel in diameter.
One morning,said he:
** Ochl Misthress McGee,
A Baptist Minister’s Experience.
It’s a washte of good lumber, thlsrunnin’ two rigs.
Wld a fancy partitionbetwano our two pigs I"
I am a Baptist Minister, and before I
“Icdadc, sure it is! ” answered Widow McGee,
even thought of being a clergyman, I
With the sweetest of smiles upon Larrle O’Dee,
graduated in medicine,but left a lucrative
•• And thin it looks kind o’hard-hearted and mane
practice for my present profession, 40
Rapin' two frlndlypigs so exsadlngly near

A-spblittin’yer klndlin'-wood
out In the shtorm.

Will you heed the warning. The signal perhaps
of the sure approachof that more terrible disease
A. D. Nelson, proprietor.
Consumption. Ask yourselves if you can sffoid
Located near the Chi. & W . Mich. K. R. defor the sake of saving 50 cents, to run the risk and
pot, has good facilities lor the traveling public,and
do nothing for it. We know from experience
ns table is unsurpassed. On Ninth sir., Holland,
that bhlhih7s Cure will cure jour cough, it never
D>-ly
tails. This explains why .more than a million
C GOT P'S
Win. J. Scott, proprietor. hollies were sold the past year. It relievesCroup,
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and and Whooping Cough, at once. Mothers do not be
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms, withoutil. For Lame Back. Side or Chest, Uso
$1,110 per day. Good accommodations can always Shiloh's Porous Plaster. Sold by I). It. Meeugs.
be relied on. Holland,
8-ly

I>H(EN1X

12 40 7 25 2 00

to

corn,

gate chief- An’ a bobbin' yer head, an’ n-stbompin' yer fate,
Wld yer party white hands as red as a bate,

it not worth the small price of 75 cents to
free yourself of every symptom of these distress11„ Livery and Sale stable. Olllce
ing complaints, if you think **o. call at our store
3 30 4 50 2 50 ..New BalTiilo.. 11 40 6 30 11 55
and narn on Market sireet.Everythingfirstand get a bottleof Shiloh’s Vitallzcr,every bottle
class.
lus a primed guaranteeon it. use accordingly and
7 30! 7 40 5 50 ....Chicago....."9 00 3 40 9 10
a m. i>. in p in.
IF AVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding if i does you no gi*od It will cost you uothlug.
a. in. p. in. p. m.
Sold
by D. it. Meenga.
stable.Fine rigs and good horses can ulOn Saturday night the Night express north runs wu\s be relied on. On Fish street, near M-otl's
We have a speedy and positive cure for Catarrh,
33-tf
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Diphtheria, Canker mouth and Head Ache. In
Holland 1:3) Sunday morning.
VTIBBELINK,J. U., Livery and Sale Stable; SHILOH’S
REMEDY. A nasal InNiutlt street, near Market.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
jector free with each bottle.Use It If you desire
liealth iitid sweet breath. Price 50 cts. hold by D.
From Holland
From Grd Rapids
Meat Market
R. Meenga.
Grand
to Holland.
2 OS! 4 05

Larrle came with the

ties

buildings at short notice. He is also pre-

city. Is located in the business center of the town,
ana has one of the largestand nest sample rooms
in the State. Free bus in connectionwith the Hotel. Holland,

m.

p. in. p. in. a.

pig,

work.
- -

AN PUTT BN G„ General Dealers,in Dry

Ni't Day Mail.
Exp. Exp.

morn
With the swill for her

well sensoned, the

necessary tools to move, raise or lower

V'

to iloiland.

she came in the

warm! ”

Qtstral Dealers.

From Chicago

sah.”

when

& CO., Dealers in all kinds of Furniture,Curtains, Wall I’aper, Toys, Coftlns, old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and

xYl

From Holland

15

30
<0
75
5"
80
05
60

good peaches on the top of

Mu. R. Van Kampen has got

Picture Frames, etc.: River street.

Chicago & West Michigan B. B.

00

he measure and the little ones below?’’

your house marble and de back

rurnltu •.

\f EYER,

all the

give a long, glowing charcoal fire.

frequently chanced,

“ Same reason, salt, dal makes de front of

_

A

W

“Sam, you nro not honest. Why do

.

_Yearly advertisers have the prlvlleue of three
changes.

il

14

50
45
00

gMitional ^otul.

V

And

And some of the ears that he tossed from his hand
In the pen of the widow were certain to land.

drain, Feed, Etc.

est market price paid for wheat. U files in Brick
store cor. Eighth & rlsh streets,Holland, Mich. 17

hair;

14

l>

$1.50 /Mr year if paid in advance ; $1.75
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if

A New Fire Wood.

O'DEE.

There is a shrub or email tree growing
the Widow McGee
And Larrle O’Dee
in Nevada, called mountain mahogany,
Had two little cottages out on the green.
which will bear looking after. It will
With just enough room for two pig pens between.
burn brightly long after the timber of
1 25 The widow was young and the widow was fair,
14
With the brightest of eyes and the brownest of other trees arc reduced to ashes, and then

—

CoaainicnKerehist.

Terms of Subscription:

489.

ittiuhftjs.

Produce, Etc.
Barteri.

•

NO.

Now

Eighth street.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.

WHOLE

1881

2,

LABBIE

Out

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY AT

HU

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

Soda Water, Candies and
at (15-tf) E. S. Danorkmond’s.

cension 6 hours

and

degrees. It

not visible

is

tude and not

Declination Soul It 80
I

known yet

allhough it is likely to be

mm

this lati

that it will he,
a^ the

comet of

1807 was disliuclly seen. No apprehen-

ume.
to

its

St. Nicholas is slightly

sub title, being

Illustrated
July.

ance

-

as

I

W.

hey do not possess the power to work

injury upon ihe

9-ly

as

Magazinefor Young Folks. The

first lo bear Hie

of comets during the present year

changed

St. Nicholas, an

-

numbers of these magazines are the

sion need he had over the unusual appear-

finest

now

H.

new

corporate imprint.

>«•*>

Vanderbilt

lias given orders to

the engineeringdepartments of the

Luke

earlh or any other planet. Shore and Michigan Southern and Michigan Central railwaysto reduce the grades

Geo. Meredith, Jersey City, writes: There was joy on ihe farm when Ben
wherever it shall be found practicable.
“The Spring Blossom you sent me has the oldest hoy, came hack from college in
He desires to make forty instead of twentyI) EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon,has made had the happiest effect on my daughter;
his sophomore year, and the village was five cars the average for freight trains on
X3 the disease of me Eye, Ear and TUnml a
special study. Otlicehours niglht and day, on the her headache and depression of spirits proud of him. “ Cheese if, cully,” he
those roads. All this is being done with
cor. of Eighth and River sis., iloiland,Mich, b-ly
has vanished. She is again able to go to
said, when he met an old friend, the ion a view of reducing the cost of transportaOCUuUi’KN,F. J., Physician and Accoucher. school, and Is as lively as a cricket. I of a neighbor who joined (arms w ith bis
tion, and enabling the companies to comkj Otlice at Dr. Schouieu’s drug-store. Eighth
shull certainlyrecommend it to all my
street.
40 ly. __
father; “cheese il, cully; shove us your pete more evenly with the lake carriers.
friends. Price 50 cents, trial bottles 10 flipper, clench daddies, pardy. How’s
yt ANTING, A. G., Physician and SurgeoL
*YX otlice at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county, cents.
his nibs, and what’s the new racket?”
From Montreal comes the announceMich. Otlice hours from 10 to U A. M. 20-l.y.
And his proud old father said: “It was ment that all the ocean steamers arriving
VTATES, O. E., Physician aud Surgeon. Otlice
A full line of straw hats has just arX at his residence, overysel, Mich.
jest worlb more’n twice’l the money to there lately have large quantitiesof freight
rived at the store of G. VAN PUTTEN
hear Ben rattle off the Greek just like a for Cleveland, Toledo, Chicago, and other
& SONS, ranging from 5 cents to ihe
Pkyucuns.

7 20 4 50 12 30 ... Muskegon... t 25 12 00 8 00
p. m. noon p. m.
p. m. p. m. p. m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

to
Muskeiron.
Via Nunlca.

From

Holland

a.tn.
• 9 00

From Muskegon to
Holland.
p. m.
•fi

45

_ __ _

;

10 25

5 30

11 10

4

12 10

4 10
8 00

1 10
p.

55

p.m.

m.

ITIGUlNS,

ALLKOAN BRANCH.
Via Grand Haven Railroad.
From Allegan to
From Iloilandto
Holland.
Ailegan.
a. tn. p. m.
a. m. p. m.
•10 45 4 06 ........ Holland ....... 10 45 •5 45
11 15

4 80

10 15

5 10

11 85

4 55 ........ Hamilton ........ 10 02

4 55

12 00

5 10

9 48

4 15

XX

B. P. the leading Photographer,
Gallery opposite this office.

nicest

aud

costliest. 12-tf

livlu’

language.—SAmrpwf

--

trade centres on the lakes.

7'imes.

at

A monster mill is to he built in Minnea•outg-Lt
•arfuaousd Jtaqj qitM uioqi joanj avui polis wbicb will turn out 5^ barrels of
rPK ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, oq.vi atHjqi asttajd oj joAuapua Sjoah awn flour per minute, 883 barrels per hour,
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
II! aj Xaqx ’spoo* J|aqi £i| putt auioa oi
8,001 barrels per day, 2,400,000barrels
•jiunoi put p|» qioq ‘spuajijJ)aqi l|« 8l|A
Wfttchu ud Jiwslry.
•ui Xqajaq Xaqi putt ‘ qo|W *paw|*>Z 1* |>er year (800 days). Il will require 10,|> REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
*«io|4i«d lUHai;)aai auiospuuq XjaA pauado 000,000 bushels of wheat per year to sup13 dealer In Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market aAvq ’asuiuisfuati2p wqoqqoitf iHwaK
ply it, and the value of its annual product
and EUihth Sireet.
Tobaeei ml Cigars.

Montrealduring May,

amounted

it

The

imports

would appear,

to $8,100,794, against $2,820,689

the same month iu 1880.

T

will be at least

$14,000,000. It

will

The

existingcedsrs of Lebanon are

only 900 year

old. The cypress

trees at

Montezuma, Mexico, accordingto a French
botanist,are 6,000 years old,

make quently he makes them out

and

conse-

coeval with

Virtue Acknowledged.
one-third of the present wheat of Minnethe creation of the world.
Mrs. Ira Mulholland, Albany, N. Y.,
sota into flour, and require an army of
* Mixed trains.
writes: “ For several years I have suffered
It is asserted that the tract of country,
t Rons dally, all other trains dally except Sunfrom oft-recurringbilious headaches, men to carry on the work grow log out of
I. 0. of 0. F.
day. All trains ran by Chicago time.
including the celebrated Evergladea,”
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder dyspepsia, and complaintspeculiar lo my its operations.
of Odd Follows, bolds Ita regular meetings at Odd
which the State of Florida is now going to
Fellowa Hall, Holland, Mich. on Tueaday Evening sex. Since using your Burdock Blood
An American syndicate is reported to drain, will be able to produce more sugar
of each week
Bitters I am entirely relieved.”Price
lusittfW fjiwftonj.
Viaiting brothera arecordially invited.
be in treaty with the provincial govern- than the United States eaa «msume.
laoe. McMastir, N. 6.
$1.00, (rial size 10 cents.
ment of British Colombia for the transfer
M. Harrinotor,R. 8.
Attomyi.
There are 700 iron furnaces in the
It is important to travelers to know of the coal and mineral belt on the eastern
F. * A. X.
JJOWARD. M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
portion of Vancouver island. The syndi- United Statea which produce in average of
A RiuuLARCommanicationof Unity Lodoi. tbst special inducements are offered by
Notary Public; River street.
15,000 tons each per snnum. To mike
No. 191. P. * A. M.. will be held at Maaoolc Hall
the Burlingtonroute. It will pay you to cate has already bought all the coal lands
Holland. Mich., oa Wednesday evening, July
in Washington territory and the line of this product they consume each 80,000
read their advertisement to be found elseMtTj’clock.eharp.
H. O. Matrau. W.M.
tons of coal and 80,000 tons of ore.
steamers running to Victoria.
where in this
15-7m.
12 45
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p.m. p.m.

9 25
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8 80

m. p.m.
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«1H be promptly attended

V-ly

D. L. Boyd, £«c’v.

issne.

Potter 31 and Conkling 24. to hurt you. Why, what harm have you
THE FAMILY DOCTOR.
done Christianity,that any Christian
A poultice of fresh tea-leaves, moistshould want to shoot you ? Go on with
your lectures. You’re a thousand times ened with water, will cure a stye on the
safer than any Christianwas when the eyelid.
Bible-haterahad the floor in the first
For earache, dissolve asafetidain
and second centuries. Tliat was the water ; worm a few drops and drop in
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
time when the live lions got fat on re- the ear, then cork the ear with wool.
ligiouslecturers,and they weren’t atheist
now recavering.
The true physiologicalway of treatsealed.
lecturers either. Don’t be scared, Rob- ing burns and scalds is to at once exHon. Henry Stanbery, who was AtGENERAL.
ert. It isn’t your crowd that lias been clude the air with cotton-batting, flour,
torney General during the administrationof
Some statement abusive of Secretary in the habit of furnishingmartyrs.
Bcrajied potato, or anything that is
THE EAST*
Andrew Johnson, died a few days ago in Ids
A carriage nt Huntington Heights, 76th year. For some years past he has resided Blaine having got into the newspapers as ut- What a funny little book the lives and handiest.
tered by R. B. Hayes, the Maine statesman sufferings of all the men who have died
near Covingtoo,Ky •
Mubh,, was etnick by a train ami thrown fifty
To cure bunions, use pulverizedsaltwrote
the ex-President, and received the assur- for their devotion to atheism would
Some stockmen from Southwest Mispeter and sweet oil. Obtain at a drugfeet, killingthe driver and fatally injuring the
ance that the paragraph was an utter fabrica- make. It would be very brief. It
oooupantfi. .Thomaa Oarfiold, an uncle of the souri recently invaded the grazing lands of tion.
At the requestof the Chinese Govern- would only read, “ There are no atheist gist’s 5 or 6 cents’ worth of saltpeter ;
put into a bottle with sufficientolive oil
President, was fatally injured at M^adville Seavey county, Aik., witliltheir herds. A gen- ment, Lieut. D. Pratt Maiming, of the United
mortyTs.” Ah, no. When they had a
Pa., while driving across the railway tiack in eral battle with the adjacent farmers was the States Marine Corps, has been selected to proto dissolve it ; shake up well, and rub
chance to be martyrs they hung on to
front of a train. His niece' was thrown upon result, in which a herder named George Young- ceed to China and organizea similar corps
the inflamed joints night and morning,
the pilot,but escaped with slight injuries. ... blood was shot four times and two fanners Prof. Samuel A. King has securedfunds for an life, and died natural deaths at the age
Bon amin W. Delamater, . prominent in the m- wounded ..... The Directors of the Kentucky experimentalballoonvoyage this fall from the of 90 or 97 or somewhere around there. and more frequentlyif painful.
aurance circlesof New York, an uncle of Schuy. Central road have decided to extend it from Mississippi river to the Atlantic seaboard.
And now, when martyrdom is altogether The following drink for relieving
ler Colfax, died at the age of H7.^..A family of
Paris to Knoxville.
The prize drill at Louisvilleresulted and entirely out of the fashion, it won’t sickness of the stomach is said to be
Bohemian gypsies left Castle Garden f°r New
very palatable and agreeable: Beat up
WASHINGTON.
in a victory for the Porter Rifles,of Nashville, do for them to affect a fear ami a willingone egg very well, say for twenty minness
for
it.
“Honor
bright,”
Colonel,
The Chief of the Bureau of Statistics the second honors being carried off by Company
utes, then add fresh milk one pint,
“it
will
not
do
"—Burlington
HawkC,
of
the
First
regiment
of
Chicago....
Lild- of the Treasury Departmentreportsthat durwater one pint, sugar to make it palataPresident Garfield has accepted an invita- Hue.
ing the five mouths ending May 31 there were
ble ; boil, and get it cool; drink when
tion to visit SL Albans, VL, and attend an
next steamer.
England’s Volunteer Service.
exported from the several polls of this conn educationalanniversary ..... John R. Buchtel,
cold. If it becomes curds and whey it
A fire in Treadwell’scarrying shops try 50,404,066 pounds fresh beef, valued at H,- of Akron, Ohio, has tenderedanother check to
A
military writer in the United Serv- is useless.
715,231 ; 15,976,449 pounds salt beef, valued at the collegehearing his name, making his gift
at Salem, Mass., inflated a loss of *75.000,on
ice Magazine, in criticisingthe volunAccording to La France Medicate,
*1,091,278 ; 296.305,632pounds bacon, va ried *200,000.
which there were policies for *47,750 — The at *24.526.992 ; 32,635,659 pounds hams, valued
teer sendee of England, conveys some borax has been employed with advantThe astronomers all over the world
Pennsylvania foad contemplates making its at *3,349,711; 160.839,515 pounds lard.va ued at
interesting information concerning that
age in cases of hoarseness and aphonia
route from Philadelphiato Jersey City a four- *16,312,464 ; 48,794,967 pounds nork. valued at are excited over the sudden re-ap- branch of England’s power which is not occurring suddenly from the action of
*3.838,100 ; 37.299,014 pounds tallow, valued at pearance
the brilliant “ comet of generally known. The organization of cold. The remedy is recommended to
track one.
; 7,452,567 pounds butter,valued at
1812,'' in the northeasternheavens.... the volunteer forces was the result of a
The New York directory contains *2,524.119
singers and orators whose voices sud*1.493,059 ; 32,023,771pounds cheese, valued
Quarterly dividendsof 1 per cent on Michigan
285,477names, on which an estimate is based at *3, 714.261. There has been some falling off
fear of French invasion in 1859, when denly become lost, but which by these
Central ami
and 2
cent, uu
on Lake
Shore hiuv;*
stock
V u #
.,,.1 huttpr flip eemrai
z per ceuu
uiwie ouuiu
(ltcla7ed ..... ThoPope has appointed the relations between tho two Powers
of 1,257,554 inhabitants.... Silas C. Herring, in salted beef, bacon ^rd a d bu ter . the
means can be recovered instantly. A
others show an increase “ ^m^dwjth the I
of Chlcat;0fBishop of Daven- were strained to that point tliat war
the noted safe manufacturer,died suddenly at
little piece of borax the size of a pea is
Plainfield N. J.... Cardinal McCUwkey is cut gXtene^oJt» of provisionsand talbw for Port, which diocese comprises thesouthern half seemed inevitable.It was in November
to be slowly dissolvedin the mouth ten
of that year that the Government gave minutes before singing or speaking.
the seven months ending May 31 was *81,378,- i
a'
! A GREAT slaughter ot soldierson the its consent for the formation of a volun- The remedy provokes an abundant secretion of saliva, which moistens the
laboring under an insane delusion ai to her j pared with the correspondingseven months of ( More]et, rajiway, in Mexico, occurred near the teer army, and in a few days nearly
I
I ...
..
r, . .
mouth and throat. This local action of
village of Mailpois, on the river San Antonio. hundred thousand men were under arms,
Moses Titoomb died at Frauklin Falls, | Gen. Brady, late Assistant Postman- After the train had been plunged into the and were speedilydrilled. Since that the borax should be aided by an equal
dose of nitrate of potassium, taken in
N. H„ a feu da™ ago, aged 80 years. He bad j ter General,has petitioned tho Criminal Court water by the destructionof tho bridge, a con- time the force has grown rapidly. In a
warm solution before going to bed.
been Superintendentof the document-roomot ; at Washington tor an immediateinvoa igatum signment of alcohol in a freight-car took fire year it swelled t<? 177,000 men, and now
and exploded.No less than thirteen ofiicers there are 200,000 well-drilled men in the
A thoroughly qualified medical man
and 192 privates were killed by the fall or roast- volunteerranks, who, by regular target
has
recently, in the course of his praced aiive, while fifty others sustained serious
1 to the court that not a single case is yet ready
service, have become experienced and tice, come upon what he believes and
injuries.The engineerand fireman were
th‘ agen o a ‘ vndicate ia
j tor anbrnucuon to the Grand Jury, and that
scaldedto death. The road is a narrow-gauge, skillful marksmen. According to the uses as a specific remedy for small- pox.
Wdliflni SnraiMip aud a committee0f crod- , complete failure would result from using the
William 8r
was built by native engineers,and had been writer to whom we have referred, the The remedy is the bi-tartrateof potash,
Uors for ‘the sale of the estate in a lump. ... j testimonyin ^ PJ^nt^^
Governmentsupplies each battalion with the common cream of tartar of the drug
therefore, ordered that tho cases go over until opened only a week.
A boy, giving the name of Frank A. Fritz, and
September, to which date the Grand Jury has
Ex-Alderman Clancy, of Ottawa, an Adjutant, Sergeat Major, Drill In- store ; two ounces dissolved in boiling
claimingto ho a carriage-trimmerfrom ColumOntario, entertainedthour.auds of people by an spector, Musketry Inspector, and Arm:
bus, Ohio, killed tho proprietorof a coffee- a
water, with the juice of a lemon and suWilliam G. Whitney, a son of the exhibition
.u:i; ___
-----house in Cleveland. No reason is known for
of his flying-machine,
on which he orer, all of whom are regulars. They gar added. Let the patient drink as
the deed save the statementof the lad that he well-known litigant,Mrs. Myra Clark Gaines,
are inspected yearly by regular ofiicers,
has been at work for thirty years. It has wings
much as he likes, but not less than a
found he had no money with which to pay his
and upon certificateseach battalion re- wiueglassfulevery hour. In some of
w as murderedby his brother-in-law, James Y.
and is worked by n crank, and he kept steadily
chock, and was tempted to kill the man at the
ceives $5 for every man who is up in his cases this medicine has exhibited
cashier’s desk. ... .At Paterson,N. J.. a man Christmas. Tho two men and their families, in the air for a quarter of a mile at an average
drill, and ten shillings for each extraheight
of
twelve
feet
_____
The
excess
of
Ameriwho
lived
with
Mrs.
Gaines
in
the
Catacazy
named DoPorta fatally stabbed the father of
tho most remarkable curative effects.
the girl who rejected his suit, and made a mur- mansion, had been in business together, and can exports over imports for tho year ending efficient, the test being his marksmanIt will purge, but as it is perfectly harmderous attack upon Capeila, the accepted the quarrel which caused the murder was in re- May 21 was *266,773,866.
ship. All the other expenses are met by less this will not matter, and it does not
gard to the settlementthereof. They left the
suitor.
the volunteers themselves. They pay appear to be the cause of cure, the
FOREIGN.
table together, and as they passed into
John Gytmber, the Hungarian who dinner
the hall Christmas drew a revolver and shot
The British House of Commons has for their uniforms and for their ammuni- remedy acting specificallyon the virus,
has so greatly puzzled the authorities at tho Whitney through the heart.
tion, except the conventional sixty the pustules collapsing, leaving no pits,
rejected the hill for the abolition of capital punpoor-honse at Reading, Pa., after absolute
A terrific thunder-storm passed over ishment by a vote of 175 to 89. John Bright rounds of ball cartridge for target prac- and a perfect cure following in a short
silence for 135 days, found voice to express his
Washington,unroofing Ford's Opera House, voted
yuicu with
„au the
LUO minority
uuu...n, ____ . Weston,
..cuy,., owing
v».ub to
w tice, as well os for all their incidental time.
thanks for a flower which was given him
expenses. Probably $1,000,000 will
the
Art
Hall
and
. large number of resi- 1 Hickness, dropped out of the pedastriancontest
All kinds of burns, scalds, and sunIn the eight-oaredrace of four miles on the
cover the entire expense of the GovernThames river, near New Loudon, Ct, between deuces. The pecuniary damage is placed as at London in the middle of the week. Rowell
burns are almost immediately relieved
ment for its home army of 200,000 men,
made 280 miles and Weston 201.
the Harvard and Columbia College crews, the nigh as *100,000.
by the application of a solution of soda
former won by three lengths in twenty-one
The steward of the Bey of Tunis lias which answers to the levies made by to the burnt surface. It must be rePOLITICAL.
minutes and forty-five seconds... .According
conscription on the continent and excels
There was a flurry of excitement in taken refuge at the English Consulate in that them in soldiership, because they have membered that dry soda will not do unto the revised and finallyapproved census of
Boston, that city had 3C2.839inhabitantswhen the New York Legislative Convention on the city with jewels and securities valued at 1,000,the advantage of drill and a certain less it is surrounded with a cloth moist
the enumeration was made last year.
000 francs ____ The census of the United Kingenough to dissolve it. This method of
22d, caused by rumors that the administration
amount of Government inspection under
dom. which is rapidly approaching completion,
sprinkling it it on and covering it with a
THE WEST.
men intendedattempting to secure one of the will show the populationto he about 35,600,000, the supervision of regular officers.They
wet cloth is often the very best. But it
have never yet been called into active
It is said tliat the bondholders of the vacancies by declaring the votes for Jacobs un- an increase of about 4.000.000 in ten years
is sufficient to wash the wound repeatedly
constitutional and void, he being a member of In a duel at Paris Louis de Cassagnac wounded service, and probably never will, except
8L Louis bridge, who mainly reside in Loudon, the Legislature and ineligible under the State | Capt Hemsant in the ahoulder.
with a strong solution. It would be well
in case of invasion, which is a very dis
have leased the structure in perpetuity to the law. whenever any Republican should receive
to keep a bottle of it always on hand, made
-pwo
'mills
and a
a factory
fac
ipills and
in Mar- taut contingency, when they would be
Wabash and MissouriPacific roads, at an an- majorityof the remaining votes. On the second seilles, where Italians were almost exclusively
merchanU of New Orleans agree

•r had 32 votes,

that the barge

For the long term, Depew led off with 35, KerWyatt Holmes, a negro, was hanged nan 32 and Platt 21. Mr. Conkling has given
up his rooms at Washington....An /nftr Ocean
in the poorhonse grounds, near Holly Springs, special gives currency to the rumor that the
Miss., for the murder of an aged colored man Presidentis abont to ask AttorneyGeneral
named Scott. . .Lightningstruck the residence MacYeagh to resign, and that William E. Chandler will probably be offered the position ....
of Senator George, at Jackson, Hub. His wife
Twelve indictments were presented by the
was at first thought to be fatallyinjured, but is
Grand Jury at Albany, seven of which were

ayatem is a frnccess.

.
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nual rental of *660,000. Tho annual report of
the bridge company shows total earnings of
*1,138,627,and a net income of *453,040....
Albert Slocum, a manufacturerof straw hats
at Milwaukee, has made an assignment.His
liabilitiesare *250.000; assets, *191.000....
A party of cowboys at Eureka. New Mexico,
surprised and killed the noted Hazlett brothers
and a German companion. The Hazletts had

recently murdered Leonard and Harry Head,
the stage-robbers.... Over 7.000 acres of
wheat and many farm-houses were burned
near Merced, Cal. . .The town of Tombstone,
Arizonans reportednearly destroyedby fire
At an early hour in the morning about twenty
citizens of Lament Mich., reached the jail at
Grand Haven with teams, intent upon lynching
Voskamp, the murderer of Lyman Cadv. By
false pretenses, an entrance to tho jail oflice
was easily effected, when the keys to the cells
were taken by force. The Sheriff’swife had,
in the meantime, given an alarm to the nightwatch on the street, and the fire-bell was rung,
which frightenedoff tho party of twelve remaining outside. She 1 hen turned the key in
tho jail door, and made prisoners of the eight
ringleaders, who were arraignedbefore a Justice and held in *6,000 each for trial.

—

.

Four wealthy citizens

of Cincinnati

^

ballot, Mr. Wheeler’svote reaching 50, before
employed, have been burned, involving a loss
the vote was declared,a Democratic member
mentioned the prevalenceof the rumor, and of 6,000.000 francs.

.

.

I

—

saturated solution,
really such a solution as this is formed when the dry
soda is sprinkledon and covered with a

moistened cloth. It is thought by some
that the pain of a burn is caused by the
hardening of the albumen, and this relieves the pressure. Others think that the
burn generatesan acrid acid, which the
soda neutralizes.
As we have only a ghost of a navy it
meet and right that Admiral Porter
should be an InspectorGeneral.— /Vi /7adelphia Bulletin. In connection with
Porter we might further add that it
would be meet and drink; but to be
sure, the navy takes water.— iVeic York
Commercial Advertiser.
is

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
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No ashes are

lighter than incense,

and

'r Conkling
few things burn .out sooner.
Vn*ia ;mafr;nnf;anir
Fancy

is imagination

in her youth

and adolescence. Fancy is ‘ always exPlatt 27. In the bribery cursive ; imagination, not seldom, is
cut his throat at the county poorhouae while in investigation, Janies Tillinghast. of the New
sedate.
an insane condition. He is said to have been York Central road, explainedwhat use he made
is an imitator
nature,
of *20,000 in currency in his private business.
107 years of age, and leaves a wife, a centenaJohn 1. Davenport testifiedthat he was author- choice or necessity,has nothing stable ;
rian, also a charge on tho county.... Judge
ized by Henry E. Knox, of Washington,to the flexibilitywhich affords this aptitude
Bamuel H. Woodson died very suddenly at
tender a Marsh&lship to Senator Strahan
is inconsistent with strength.
Independence, Mo., a few days ago. He was

Whoever

by

—

After a lone discussionover the admission of

Bkkveh ............................
9 2-5
Hook ..............................
5 60
Cotton ............................ 11
Floi-r -Superfine .................4 00
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 25
No. 2 Red ................1 2»
Corn— Ungraded .................. 55
Oats— Mixed Western. .............42
107,573 pounds,
that
1870 at Pork— Mew .....................11 50
262,735,341.lliis apparent increase. Mr. Lard ............................. II
CHICAGO.
Dodge savs, exaggerates the real advance
. ,
to' icco cultivation, as the preceding census 1 Beeves— ^olc^Gradcd^SteerH....
^

ana

est rock.

Dr. A. Chapin, of Charlotte,Mich., Keruan each 53. and

one of tho . pioneers of that region, and delegates, the Democratic State Convention of
To discover a truth and to separate it
had represented the district in Congress....
Marylandnominated Hon. Thomas J. Keating from a falsehoodis surely an occupation
A party of Cincinnatiansown the Union Depot
for 'Comptroller.... Nelson Dingier, Jr., exworthy of the best intellect,and not all
propertyat St. Louis, which is valued at about
Goremor of Maine, has been nominated by the unworthy of the best heart
*900,000, and are about to transfer it to Jay
Republicansto occupy Frye’s vacant seal in the
Neither worth nor wisdom come withGould.
House of Representativesat Washington....
A rattle has occurred in the mount- Fifty white Republicansof Virginia gathered at out an effort; and patience and piety
and salutary knowledge spring up and
ains of Utah between the May party of ranch- Washington to express to the members of the
Cabinet their desire for a coalition with Mahone ripen from under the harrow of affliction.
men and a band of Fintes who had 200 head and to protest against the removal of John F.
I feel that I am growing old, for want
of stolen horses. Eskridge, one of May’s Lewis from the Chairmanship of the Republiof somebody to tell me that I am lookparty, killed four reds with a revolver. The can State CentralCommittee.
ing as young as ever. Charming falsewhites lost four men.... Every gamblingThe ballot for Senator for the short hood ! There is a vast deal of vital air
house in St. Louis has been closed under tho
term, at Albany, Jnne 24, gave Weeeler 45 in loving words.
State law making the business a felony
Attorney General MacVeagh holds that it is tho votes, Potter 44, and Conkling 30. For the
Merit has rarely risen of itself,but a
duty of the InteriorDepartment to remove in- long term, Depew and Kern an got 45 each and pebble or a twig is often quite sufficient
traders from Choctaw and Chickasawlands
Platt 27.... The Republican Executive Com- for it to spring from to the highest asthat all others hut Indians by birth or adop- mittee of Mississipni met last week, and adtion. save Government employes, travelers, journed withoutordering a State Convention, cent There* is usually some baseness
holders of permits, and whites employed as from which it Is Inferred no ticket will be before there is any elevation.
teachers, as mechanics,and skilled agriculturThe worst ingratitude lies not in the
put np.
ists. have no right in Indian Territory. The
ossified heart of him who commits it,
In
the
ballot
at
Albany,
June
25,
for
permit laws are declared valid, and the right
but we find it in the effect it produces
to remain expires with tho permit. Secretary Senatorfor the short term, Potter and Wheeler
Kirkwood Km advised the ^ent at Muskogee each received 32 votes and Conkling 22. For on liim against whom it was committed.
As water containing stony particles inthat measures will be speedily taken to execute
the long term Depew and Keman each had 34
the laws as above construed.
crusts with them the ferns and mosses
and Platt 20. It was reported that a determined effort for a Republicancanons would be it drops on, so the human breast hardTHE SOUTH*
made, in the hope that the' deadlock might be ens under ingratitude,in proportion to
Col. Cash, of South Carolina,who ended. Conkling cave tho people of Washing- its openness and softness and its aptikilled Shannon in aduel, has been acquitted. ton a surprise by his sudden apjiqarance in that tude to receive impressions.
city.
.The Baltimore and Ohio road will fomtih
Atheist Martyrs.
Congressman Krifeb, of Ohio, lias
*1,000,009 to extend the Valley road of Yiiv
A
ridiculous
paragraph is going the
already commenced work at Washingtonfor
ginia into the heart of the mineral region....
rounds
of
the
press
stating that Col. InA New Orleans correspondenthas investigated the Speakership of the House. Kasson has
the questionof grain transportation
by barges, some powerful friends and Hisoock develops gersoll expects to be shot every time he
and declares that, while within two months considerable strength.
goes on the platform by some religious
100,000 bushelshave been condemned as unfit
In the balloting at Albany for Sena- fanatic. Oh, pshaw ! Go right on with
for shipment, none that left St Louis in good
your lectures, Colonel ; nobody is going
conditionhas arrived in had order. The grain tor, on the 27th ult., for the short term, Wheel;

fit tsr'srrJsT'JSti
and

__

tion at Tombstone, Arizona, swept over a space
of six blocks, destroyingabout 150 buildings
In the first ballot for Senator at Albany,
and entailinga loss of nearly *250,000. A
cigar- lighter ignited the fumes from a barrel of
23d„ i“*t’ Cllrt“,‘^ P!f
whisky which was being opened in a saloon. O"
for the short term, Wheeler 50, and
About 800 people are homelew.
32. The vole for the long term gave Depew and

—

;:.-,S;=s5J

in question does not place a very high
changed his vote from Jacobs to Clarkson N.
At Hull, England, a fire ut the docks estimate upon their efficiency, for the
Potter, and this was followed by a general
entailed a damage of *150,000. The steam- reason that their disciplineis not kept
change of Democratic votes, which were scattered upon sixteen or seventeendifferent candi- ship Othello, loading for Now York, was badly up, and they are cnide and raw, but the
dates. After adjournmenta Democratic cau- damaged ____ Strikingworkmen of Christiana, same objection might have been urged
cus withdrew Jacobs and put up Clarkson N. Norway, in order to release their comrades who against our own volunteers at the outPotter in his piace. At a conference of the had been arrested, attackedthe Town Hall at
break of the War of the Rebellion. It
staiwarts Mr. Conkling made a long speech, Drammen. The troops fired upon the rioters,
does not take very long to mold men into
warning his followersco “ beware of tho cor- killing one and woundingseveral. One officer
rupt group of politicians who are striving to and some soldiers were injured ____ Seventeen shape and teach them to fight who are
destroy the trae Republicanparty and its persons were killed and five injured by an ex- patriotic and in earnest. It was not very
prestige," and pleadingwith them to be stead- plosion in a Prussian colliery.
long before our volunteers went into
fast in the faith of that party. Ho said a great
The construction of another railway battle with all the steadiness of regulars.
deal concerningtho immense power of railroad
is immediately to be commenced in Japan, and There is no reason to suppose that Engcorporations,that are unscrupulously using
millions to “debauch sworn legislators,” and the people of Hong Kong demand a telephone lish courage is inferior to our own.—
hoped that his words would produce “the exchange ____ The Secretaryof State for India Chicaao Tribune.
most profound impressionof which they were announced in the House of Commons that the
Tobacco Production in the United
capable.” Mr. Coukling’sopinion in the mat- subsidies given Abdurrahman Khan, tho Ameer
States.
Baron
ter of “ Senatorialcourtesy ” was not forgot- of Afghanistan,amount to £899,000
ten, and he insisted that “if two Republican Magnus, late German Ministerat Copenhagen,
The report of J. R. Dodge, special agent for
Senatorsare elected, they must he pure stal- who was recalled for attending the Bernhardt the collection of statisticsof agriculture, showwarts and men whose characters are above banquet, has become insane — Lightning fired
suspicion.” Two ballots were taken that day, a house in a Swiss village, and caused the de- ing the tobaccoproduct of the United States
structionof 300 houses.
for the census years 1880 and 1870, has been
with the following result : First— Depew, 52
Platt, 26; Wheeler, 40; Conkling, 32. Secissued from the Census Office in Washington.
ond — Depew, 50 ; Platt, 25 ; Wheeler, 50
Thoughts from Landor.
The comparative statement presented in the
Conkling, 32 ..... Congressman Emory Speer.
Life is but sighs, and when they cease report shows an increase in production of 80
of the Ninth Georgia district,has publicly expressedhis pur|x>8e to vote with the Repub- ’tis over.
per cent during the decade, the prodlicans in the organizationof the next House.
The purest water runs from the hard- uct in 1880 being placed at 473,;

have purchased tho lesse of the base-ball
grounds in that town, and propose to revive
popular interest m the game.
.The conflagra-
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crop was o small one, and the feir of taxation
Medium to Fair .......... 5 23
may have operated to prevent a full census Hogs ..............................
4 75
of the tobacco iu 1870. The crop reported Flour— Fauey White Winter Ex... 5 75
Good
to
Choice
Spring
Ex..
6 00
in 1880 was one of good production, and
not in excess ol present requirementsof Wheat-No. 8 Spring .............1 12

home consumption and exportation.Fifteen States produce now, as in 1870,
more than 99 per cent, of the tobacco of the United States, though it is
reported in twenty-twoother States and Territories. Of these only Missouri, Illinois, Indiana and Massachusetts produce less than iu
1870. Kentucky occupies tile first position,
producing 36 per cent of the total product of
the country. Virginia holds the second place,
Pennsylvaniahas advanced from the twelfth to
the third, Wisconsin from the fifteenth to the
tenth, and North Carolina, Connecticut and
New York have each gained one point in the
rank of the tobaccoStates.
Those that have retrograded,relative to production, are Massachusetts, Maryland,West
Virginia,Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and Tennessee. The average yield per aero is shown
to be 731 pounds, varying from 1,599 pounds
in Massachusettsto 471 pounds in North Carolina. This variationin the rate ot yield, the
reimrt states, is due, in a differing degree,to
the use and neglect of fertilizers,habit of
growth of the Afferent varieties and viciasiludee of the seasons.
The following table shows the total product
in pounds ana the yield per acre, in 1880, in
the fifteen leading tobacco-growingStates :
Pound*. Per acre.

*

.....
.............. 171,421,184 706
.......................
80,099,838 673
Pennaylvanla .......... ..........M,96T,
1,340
Ohio.; .........................84,728,406 100
Tennessee ......................29,366,062 707
North Carolina..................
26,986,448 471
Maryland.: .....
26,062,147 683
Connecticut .....................
14.044,6)2 1,620
Missouri ........................
11,994,077 773
Wisconsin ......
10,878,468 1,9*4
Indiana .........................
8,872,842 742
New York .......................6,668,3611,827
Massachnaetts ..................
* 6,369,4861,649
Illinois .................... .....v 8,936,700 699
Wert Virginia .................. 2,296,136 664
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No. 3 Spring ..............1 02 la. 1 07
Corn— No. 2 ......................
47 («$ 48
Oath-No. 2 .................... 38 (rf 30
Rye-No. 2 ........................ 95 (a. SKI
Barley— No. 2 ..................... 97 ($ 98
Butter Choice Creamery ......... 18 <3
14
Egos— Freeh .....................
13
Pork— Mesa .......................
10 00 falC 25
Lard ............................ 11
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MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No.

16 @ 1 19
No. 2
12 f«, 1 10
Corn— No. 2 ......................
46 ($ 47
Oath -No. 2 ........................36 (A 37
Rye — No. ........................ 98 (« 1 00
Hablky-No. 2. .................... 99 (4 1 00
Pork— Mess ........................
16 On folC 25
Lard .............................
11
8T. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red .................1 18 @ 1 19
Corn— Mixed ..................
.... 46
47
Oath— No. 2 ........................36 i<$ 36
Rye ............ . .................. 84
85
Pork — Mesa ........................
16 60 (41®
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TOLEDO.
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Corn— No. 2.
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DETROIT.

FtoC*-*Uholoe....,..i...........
5 75
Wheat-No. 1 White ..............1 24
Corn— No. 1 ......................
49
Oat»— Mixed ........
40
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7 25
1 25
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®

Barley (per cental).. .............. 1 60 ($ 2 30
Pork— Mess .............
17 60 «17 75
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EAST LIBERTY,PA.
CATTUt-Best .....................6 10 ® 6 50

Fair .....................
6 00 <$
Common ............... 4 60 (<$
of beloved, ones, divine and tinman, Hoos ...............................
6 76 @
Sheep .............................
3 00 »
by nature endeared to eacti ottier.

The universe is but one great
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00
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slave myself,’ he

said. ‘Yesterday I

courage, which is more than can be said erated by the blast. His companion,
of one of his coHeagues, who, finding becoming apprised of his condition,
himself under the necessity of accept- went to his assistance,only himself to

SCRIPS OF SCIENCI.

dug out that irrigating ditch, and I’ve

HOLLAND cm. MICHIGAN.

.

A population as large as Chicago has
been added

to

London

in ten .years.

Since 1877 the school population of
Denver has jumped from 2,440 to 5,700.
Pierre Lorillabd made
on Parole’s first race in

$*r>0, 000 more
England than he

did upon Iroquois’ recent victory,

Chicago

is the

second postal city in

the country, the business of its postoffice

being next in magnitude to that of

New York.

Tin deepest known worked mine is in
drawn 171 loads of manure this spring Australia—*shaft hairing been sunk ing a challenge, only consented to do so
on being confidently informed by his
myself, and spread it on the land, too.’ ” 3,200 feet.
A xbmbxb of the French Academy of second that in the present case the duel
This agriculturist was the Rev. AdironSciences has discovered well marked was merely a matter of form, and that
dack Murray, formerly of Boston.
his adversary would take care not to hit
sexual differences in eels.
Specimens of fossil woods and lignite him. Somewhat comforted by his asThe little village of Abilene,Kan., is
are reportedto have been brought to the surance, he repaired to the scone of acnoted for having six churches. It has surface from the depth of 191 feet while tion, and the distance— twenty-flve paces
only one newspaper, and that is a boring an artesian well at Galveston, —having lieen duly measured, boldly
faced his opponent, who, on the signal
weekly ; but Abilene is nevertheless Texas.
being given, blazed away, and neatly
Experiments
at Woolwich have demahead of all other towns in this season’s
perforated the critic’s hat just half an
onstrated that the transmission of detocompetition in the matter of warminch above his head. “ Confound it 1”
nation from one mass of gun cotton to
weather stories. A farmer living near another not in contact is so rapid that a exclaimed the latter to his second, who
was congratulatinghim on his gallant
Riley Center— so it is printed— started row of gun cotton reaching from London
bearing; “why didn’t you tell me that
to
Edinburg
could
be
fired
in
two
for Garrison with a load of hogs ; but
he was going to spoil my new hat ? I
minutes.
the sun was warm, and the hogs were
would have put on an old one.”
Replying to the question whether or
fat, and when the farmer arrived in Garnot our ancestors were acquaintedwith
rison, his $85 worth of pork hail melted, the peculiar physical condition known to
and leaked through the bottom of the us as somnambulism,Dr. Reynard, of

IQCH1UAN

NENK

The Kalamazoo knitting factory emParis, said in a recent lecture that one
of the most accurate descriptionsof ploys seventy hands.
Romeo’s mineral well is so briny that
A collection of fossils from Wash- somnambulism in existence was the
sleep-walkingscene of Macbeth.
a salt factory is talked of there.
ington Territory, on exhibition in DenFour Jourdan glycerine barometers
A Tboumsbh firm of produce buyers
ver, Col., consists of the bones of what
are now’ in use in or near London. One purchases 20,000 dozen eggs per week.
is believedto bo a new species of mam- is at Kew, in the museum of practical
The general tenor of the State press is
moth, which the discoverer, Mr. Coplen, geology,one at South Kensington, and to the effect that the rains have greatly
has named Elephas Columbians. The one in the office of the Loudon Times. benefited crops everywhere.
The enormous scale of the barometer
tusks are about twelve feet long, and the
The salary of Bishop Harris was inenables changes scarcely visible in the
teeth of the lower jaw weigh twenty mercurialinstrumentto be detected with creased from $3,000 to $4,000 at the recent diocesan convention in Detroit.
pounds each. The bones were discov- ease.
Of a proposed diocesan fund of $50,000
Rossetti
has
found
that
the
temperaered in May, 1876, in a mineral spring
ture of the positive carbon of the elect- for the Episcopal diocese of Michigan,
in Spokan county, W. T. , and have unric arc is between 2,400 degrees and $48,675 have been subscribed.
til lately lieen in the cabinet of the Pa8,000 degrees centrigrade,and that of
The postoffice at Saville, Barry coun-

wagon box.
The Winchester Armory, New Haven,
an order for 50,000,000
cartridges from Turkey until satisfactoCt., declined

ry security should be offered.

F

ive educated Indians, who are theo-

logical students, will spend the next
years in the missionary work

two

among the

Cheyenne tribeat Fort Reno.
Watches

are

smuggled into Italy from

Switzerland through the agency of carrier

pigeons. A Swiss firm

is

said to use

a victim to the deadly effects of
the poison. Another volunteer was
fall

lashed into the bucket and lowered into
the winze, but he at once become insensible, and was brought to the surface
just in time to be restored to life. Two

hours and twenty minutes were allowed
to elapse before any further attempt at
rescue was made, when the bodies of he
two men were found to be entirely lifeless. The deceased were both married
men. To attempt an explanationof the
accident would be entirelybeyond us,
except on the hypothesis of the generat

tion of a |>owertul poison by the burning
of such a large quantity of the pure nitro-giycerine where scarcely no ventilation existed. The fact that the candles
attached to the 1 unfortunate men’s hats
w-ere burning brightly when the bodies
w^re found lifeless and rigid would dissipate the theory that death was caused
by suffocation.—Menominee Range,

Highway and Drain
Among
passed by

the

l.awm.

more important measures

the Legislature just closed

are

the revised Highway aud Drain laws.
As regards the former, the changes are
mainly of detail,if we except chapter 4,
which gives the option of working the
highways by a money tax, and those
seotions of chapter 3 which look to the
more permanent improvement of the
roads by grading and turupiking.

The new Drain law makes radical
changes. Both the county and town-

ship systems are retained, but under a
has been discontinued,and mail for single act, which in length is less than
the old county Drain law, so that aliout
that place is now sent to Hastings.
be brought East, and will probably be
one-half the space now occupied in the
Lord Bute’s new house in Scotland
Gov. Jerome has appointed Maj. E.
placed in the SmithsonianInstitution,
statutes by the Drain laws is saved. The
will cost about 81,000,000. The great
C. Watkins Warden of the Ionia prison.
Washington.
old method of condemning right of w'ay
central hall will be 130x00 ; the great
The latter was for several years a Special
by a jury of twelve men is Superseded
Agent of the Indian service.
The changes made in the thirteenth
drawing-room60x23. Three hundred
by three special Commissioners to lie apGeorge Brue, who died at Adriim, pointed by the Probate Court. Ths
chapter of First Corinthians,by the remen are employed on the work.
was
one of the promoters of the Attica new law, instead of dividing the drain
vision committee, substitutingthe word
and Buffalo railway, and the founder of aud apportioningit to be done as a volThad Stevens’ old home at Lancas- “love” for “ charity,” are not new. In
the Lenawee County Savings Bank.
untary work by parties benefited, as by
ter, Pa., is now used as a barber shop the edition printed by Robert Barker, of
A woman in Bay City, “ just for fun,” the * old law, provides for asand cigar store, and a barber pole and London, in 1610, “love” appears
sessing benefits as a basis for apeasily settled to distillation,but much wrapped herself in a sheet and frightwooden Indian are the unsentimental throughout the thirteenth chapter of more readily from the tissues of herbiv- enea another woman so badly that it portioning the cost of construchas thrown her into a fit of dangerous tion and maintenance. The work is
objects that tirst confront the visitor.
the First Corinthians,thus : “Though orous than of carniverousanimals.
required to lie let on a money basis by
I speak with the tongues of men In a communication to the St. Peters- nervous illness.
contract,in sections, but parties who
Joseph
G.
Irland,
of
Adrian,
died
a
It is asserted that the tract of counangels and liuve not love, burg TechnicalSociety,Prof. Beilstein few days ago of paralysis of the brain. are to be taxed for the cost of construcrecommends
the
use
of
sulphate
of
try, including the celebrated “Eversounding brass or alumnia as the best practical disinfec- Mr. Irland, who was a highly-respected tion, who may be equal bidders with
glades,” which the State of Florida is
a tinkling cymbal.” Again, in the tant. He states that the best method citizen, and for twelve vears a resident others on the* contracts, are given the
preference. The cost of constructionis
now going to drain, will be able to profourth verse, “Love suffereth long,” of making the salt for disinfectingpur- of that city, was one of the early settlers
to lie assessed and levied upon townof
Lenawee
county,
having
moved
there
duce more sugar than the United States
poses is to mix red clay with four per
etc., and in the thirteenth,“And now
ships in which lands to be drained are
forty
years
ago.
cent, of sulphuric acid and to add to the
can consume.
situated,so far as the drainage may
abideth faith, hope, and love, even these mixture some carbolic acid for destroyThere were 450,000,000feet of timber
contributeto the public health, and the
three
; but the chiefestof these is love.”
ing tlm smell of the matter to be disin- put into the Muskegon river above Big
Henry Crum, a lawyer of Newcastle,
balance is to be assessed noon the lands
Rapids the past winter. The length of
fected.
Pa. , was recently mistaken for a horsebenefited according to the degree of
A scientist in the Magazine of Phar- the river is 250 miles from Big Rapids
It seems that the attempt to naturalbenefit. The processes are greatly simthief by a band of vigilantes, and nearly
maejf asserts that the usual physico- to Houghton lake. At this date the
ize camels in Texas and New Mexico
plifiedaud the details of the law made
killed before he succeededin proving
chemical methods for determining the small streams have all been driven, so
much more plain than in the old superwas not, after all, an utter failure. The
potable nature of water have proved to speak, and the logs are lying promishis identity. Lawyers should stay., at
seded laws.
camels used tor carrying freight across themselvesto be quite insufficient,and cuously in Muskegon river.
home nights.
the California desert did not, for some he says that “ recourse must be had to
The saw-mill of T. Noble, at Bad The Effect of Admitting Girls In Harreason, prove profitable, and they were the microscope and to the culture-glasses Axe, burned last week. It had not been
The Superintendentof the Census has
vard College.
used by physiologists in their inocula- running the day before. The proprietor
turned loose on the Gila and Salt river
received a request from a poor woman to
tion experiments,before any really sound
There is trouble in Harvard College,
thinks it was incendiary; others think
run his eye over the names on the rolls bottoms. There they lived and bred and valuable knowledge can be gained not. Loss, probably $3,000. This is on account of the admission of girls as
by the examination of waters” as to their the third saw-mill Mr. Noble has had students. It appears that the college
and see if he cannot discover the where- until now, it is said, they roam the
Lower Gila plains in large numbers, giv- purity or impurity.
burned during his experience as a lum- has a large library, provided with “auabouts of her brother,who disappeared
Alarm with indignation has arisen in berman, beside a dwelling-house.
thorities”and sofa seats, where the
ing the Louisiana Citizen ground for
fifteen years ago.
Halle regardingtarletaus rendered poisThe recent heavy rain checked the students go to refresh their memories
the belief that they “will continue to
onous by the introduction of copper
fires
in the woods north of Saginaw, upon certain points in their studies, and
The hospitalitywhich Mr. A. H. increase in numbers until a drove of arseuite in their production. Dr. Reiwhich hail done considerabledamage to the complaint is that the girls will get
Stephens offers to strangers at his wild camels will be as common on the man has attempted to allay the general
timber. News is received there that down some work, of which there is only
one copy iu the library, and when a
Georgia home is something unique. western plains of Arizona as buffalo now outcry by stating that copper arsenite is
not a.iuenaiugreenco.o’,
a splendidgreen color, .DQ
and
as for
young man comes in and desires the
not
a*
/'fud
“w’owTftt
o(
He has even, it is said, fixed his din- are on the plains east of the Rocky
aach goods as tarletaus, Guipiet s
owneJ’, Mr. p;esoott 8kia. same book he is so obliged to wait until
ner hour at 11 in the morning, be- mountains.”
the girl gets through with it, or else sit
Which contains
c’ h.“ (l’lltelll“- ded on the line of the Tawas and Bay
cause that time suited the railway
placed the poisonous Schweinfurt green
. railroftil wer0 tota,| deatroyeJ
down and l«>ok it over with her, On a
Mr. Cook, from the country, fell
recent occasion a venerable professor
arrangements, and he could invite all
The authority for the statement that . flr(?
about *8,000.
asleep in his chair on the veranda of the after the extractionof the niter from
.
entered the library and was surprised to
those who came to see him to dine l>eAlbert Freitag, aged 8, was instant- see no less than six girls with books that
St. James Hotel, St. Louis, and did not gunpowder the residue cannot be dried
ly killed at Adrian, while playing ball
fore leaving.
young men were desirous of perusing, so
awake until 4 o’clock a. m. His watch at 2U0 degrees, without a slight loss o near his house, by a stroke of lightning.
desirous, in fact, that the two were
the sulphur, is Fresenius.Herr A.
Many persons are misled by the term, and $500 in money had iu the meantime
Another boy, Charley Mead, had his seated together eagerly scanning the
Wagner, on the contrary, rises from his
a “fair” day, in the United States Signal been stolen. He was very angry, aud experimenta with the conviction that no right ankle injured. At the time of the pages, when the professor entered. The
catastrophe there were distant indica- sight fairly caused the glasses in his
Service reports. It does not mean clear resolved to catch the thief at any cost of such loss has ever been observed at or
tions of a storm, but the sky overhead
and bright, but cloudy, though neither time and trouble. On four successive below the temperaturegiven. Above was clear, and the sun shining brightly. spectacles to btdge out, and it would be
a mild expression to say that he was
that temperature the residue suffers a
stormy nor threatening storm. It will nights he feigned sleep in the same chair,
The shaft struck the boy’s right temple, shocked. He at once inquired the cause
notable diminution in weight
and passed down the body, burning off of the extraordinarydesire for informaprobably soon lie replacedby some other with the brass chain of a brass watch
his hair, tearing his clothes off, and tion that had suddenly sprung up, and
Jokes of the Last Century.
term, such as “overcast” or “neutral,” hanging out temptingly, but nobody
the young men told him plainly that
An old newspaper, printed way back throwing him in the air several feet.
so as not to convey the erroneous im- touched it. On the fifth night, howIn the Supreme Court, in the case of there must be duplicate copies of the
in Revolutionary days, contained these
pression it has hitherto caused.
ever, the pickpocket returned He had
witticisms of our daddies, showing that the State vs. the Auditor General, the books procured,so that the girls could
scarcely pulled out the watch when Cook there was an element of fun in life even petition for mandamus to compel the have one and the young men the other.
A man in Ottawa, Canada, built a
Auditor to assess the Michigan Southern He said he would attend to it the first
opened fire with a revolver, and, when a in the times that tried men’s souls
small edition of Noah’s Ark, with which
A
good
book
and
a good woman are Railroad Company for an arrearage of thing in the morning, and then the old
surgeon looked the thief over critically,
to escape the second deluge which he
excellentthings for those who know back taxes under the General Railroad Puritan glared around the room at the
four bullets were found iu his body.
denied. In another case brought girls, who, poor things, were sittingwith
justly how to appreciate their value. law was
---------believed would drown the world on June
There are men, however, who judge of by appeal from the Wayne county cir- their noses close down to the pages of
19. His wife laid in provisions, which
Old Age.
cuit the decision was affirmed,
their books, and studying as though
both from the beauty of the
....... 1 twhich
she had been cooking all the week. Anwill
oblige
the
company
to
pay
some
their hearts would break. Then he
While
an
old
farmer
in
Connecticut
The brain iu old persons at the nge ol
other resident of that city was taken to seventy, diminishesboth in bulk and was flogging one of his graceless sons, a $60,000 uf back taxes, and to pay addi- coughed a couple of times, vaguely,aud
the insane asylum, crazy on the con- density, aud thus becomes lighter. Its pumpkin-headed fellow about 18, an tional taxes of $9,000 per year hereafter. had the decency to go out.
The Lansing Republicansays : The
capacity for continuous hard work is idea all of a sudden entered the head of
templationof the end of the world.
Women In Boarding-Rouges
Legislature of 1881 held sessions tor 108
thereby lessened ns really as is that ol young Jonathan, and he sung out
“ Stop, dad— let’s argue.”
days,
counting
Friday
mornings
and
the
body
foi
muscular
labor.
Differences
in families united by marOne of the most interesting and promA lady who was in the habit of spend- Monday evenings (when the work was riage are mostly on the side of the woAs an old man, however, has the ac
ising recent inventionsis a machine for
cumulated knowledge, skill and practi- ing much of her time in the society of usually nominal), and no sessions were men. Woman fails in tact to oreserve
purifying the middlingsof wheat flour by cal experienceof almost a lifetime, and her neighbors happened one day to be held for fifty days of the remaining time
the amenities of the hearth. The soft
electricity.The work is done by passing that wonderful facilitywhich comes ot taken suddenly ill, and sent her hus- (of which twenty-two were Sundays). answer or the repression which evades
band, in great haste, for the physician. The total length of the session, counting an issue is more on the part of the man
the coarsely-ground middlings under a habit, he may. with good health and
care, do much of his l>eat work in the The husband ran a few rods, but soon from its commencement, Jan. 5, to its than the wife. Young women manage
series of hard rubber cylindrical rollers,
returned, exclaiming : “ My dear, where close, June 11, was 158 days, being sevneighborhood,say, of eighty.
their lovers, but lose their skill to manwhich are kept in an electric condition
He cannot lx;ar mental strain, and he shall I find you when I get back ?”
en days longer than the next-longest age their husbands. Women make the
A lady at confession,among other session, in 1879. This year there were cliques in congregations,church socieby the friction of sheepskin*pads with must not attempt mental “spurts,” but
heinous crimes, accused herself of using 289 public acts and 142 local ones, 34
he
can
still
show
himself
a
“workman
ties, family hotels, boarding-houses,and
the wool down, pressed upon them from
rouge. “What is the use of it?” asked joint resolutionsand 9 concurrentones, wherever lovely woman predominates.
above. The electrical roller picks up that needeth not to be ashamed.”
Since, however, the brain is not so the confessor. “ I do it to make myself passed by both branches and approved Lack of tact makes the traditional
the bran from the middlings,leaving the
“And does it produce that by the Governor; total, 474. In 1879 mother-in-law. Fathers-in-lawhave too
firmly supported by the skull, and is handsomer.
effect?”
“At
least I think so, father.” the total number of acts and resolutions
pure parts to lie ground over into flour slighter in texture, the blood vessels are
much tact to be fussy and irritating in
The
confessor on this t6ok his penitent passed and approved was 461; in 1877 it
more
easily
dilated
01
ruptured.
The
matters that should be left alone. Men
of the highest grade.
danger of paralysis aud apoplexy is still out of the confessionalinto the light. was 413; in 1875 it was 448.
live harmoniously in clubs; women can
Stopping at a ranch on the San An- further increased, because the blood vesOne of the most peculiar accidents we not live in clubs without getting into
sels become iu old age more or less ossihostile divisions.
tonio river, in Texas, a correspondent of
rouge,
fied and brittle, and thus unable to suscurred at the Norway mine Friday last,
the Chicago Tribune saw the handsomenough even with it”
tain a sadden rush of blood.
Chained by HU Collar-Bone.
and resulted in the death of two miners
est dogs and horses he liad come across
The aged should carefully abstain from
and the narrow escape of a third. The
A Buddhist priest was seen in HangeSalute- Be ure as a Duelist.
in that region. “ The proprietor,”he every form of violent action, amLmdeed,
Sainte-Beuve, the eminent critic,was unfortunatemen, one an Italian by the how asking for alms in the public streets.
says, “came out dressed in baggy, from every violent emotion. The full once engaged in a duel, the cause of name of Peter Gabriel, and a French- He bore round his neck a heavy iron
term of toil, whether in rearing and supbrown pantaloons,bed-tickingsuspend- porting children or in the service .of the which is forgotten. While the prelim- man, whose name we failed to learn, chain, which on close inspection could
were engaged in sinking in a winze near be seen to be attached to his body by a
ers, and a Yankee chip hat turned up public, earns a right to what is the nor- inaries were arranging, it began to rain
shaft No. 1, and had made a heavy small silver chain passing around his
slightly, and the author of “ Volupte,”
l>ehind like Joshua Whitcomb’s.He mal physiological condition of age— freewho had prudently brought his umbrella blast, in which eight sticks of giant collar-bone, through the flesh. Numerous
was a very handsome man — tall, muscu- dom from all that annoys, perplexes, with him, held it over his head with one powder, equivalentto nearly three placardsposted in the streetsannounced
harr asses, excites and burdens.
pounds of pure nitroglycerine, had that the *\mn solicitedby the priest were
lar, with a manly brow ; features fit for
hand, while he firmly grasped his sword
been used. After waiting a sufficient for the sake of rebuilding a stone bridge
a model, and a rich, full voice, which
A professional musician is now claim- with the other. This proceeding ob- length of time for the smoke to have in the neighborhood of Bhaoshing. He
jected
to
by
the
seconds
as
irregular,
he
spoke pure English. I thought at once, ing notoriety by playing on sixteen
cleared away, the Italian descended hoped, of course, that the sight of the
coolly replied that “it was quite suffi‘ What a handsome man
! How did you drams, all at onoe. This is allowed in cient for him to risk his life, without into the winze, and, upon reaching the pam inflicted on himself would soften
spite of the fset that a man with one
bottom succumbed at once to what is the hearts and loosen the pursestrings of
come uuwu
wiue
down ucio
here uu
on a mum
ranch ?’ ‘ My two dram qj
can von an audience outside of a running the chance of catching cold into supposed to have been the poison gen- the naasera-bv.—i/dixra Gazette,
the bargain.” He, however, did not lack
men ore sick, and Im working like a > Ihttfrt

hundreds of pigeons in such work.

cific University,

Oregon. They are now to

the negative carbon between 2,500 decrees and 3,900 degrees, making, therefore, the temperatures of the extreme
points of the electrodes not below 2,500
degrees and 3,900 degrees.
Experiments have been made on animals with pure hydrocianicacid by M.
Brame. The bodies,of those killed with
it remained unaffected by decomposition
for aliout a month. During that time
the acid remained in the tissues, and
especially in the stomach. It could be

ty,

and

I am as

.or

green, ,

^

^

,
j

L

k

_

:
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covering.
:

”
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Clocks

HOLUBI cut KBWS.

at cost price, at J.

Notice

Saiduday, July 2,

STEAMER.

Albers. 21-tf

1881.

held on the 0th day of June, 1881, it

Fanny Shriver

was

ordered that notice be given by publica-

DISCOURAGING THE LIQUOR TRAPPIO.

tion in

Cur News

the Holland

to

Will

all

latures,over bills for the regulation of the

That such applicationsbe filed with the

liquor traffic have probably conceivedthe

Secretary of the

Cappon, President.

geir lUmtiscincnK

Holland, Mich.
Or Otto Breytran, Express Agent; or Williams
, City Hotel, Holland.
20-3m

the traffic in malt and spirituous liquors;

-MILLION!

EARS

ture of the subject will be enrichedwith a
PssltlTtly

is evolved.

Legislature is not a prohibitory measure,

one

“to discourage the use of intoxi-

cating liquor.”This "discouragement”
proposes to effect by a tax on all intoxi-

it

cating liquors manufactured for sale, kept
for sale, or sold in the

The

State.

on

tax

wine, ale or lager is fixed by the bill at
one cent per gallon; on other intoxicating
liquors five cents per gallon. If the light
liquors are sold iu quantitiesof less than

ten gallons the seller pays ten cents a
gallon, and in the case of the heavy liquors

twenty cents a gallon.
The tax is to be levied twice a year by
the Slate Board 6f Equalizationupon the

best information

it

can obtain, any party

aggrieved by its decision having the right
to

appeal. Any dealer failing

to

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

TO

Foo Choo's Balsam of Shrli's

good deal of warm discussion, if no new

hut

Mich.

Bros

adjourns the litera-

the New Hampshire

(This Machines binds with either Wire or Twine.)

CAPT. P. PFANSTIEHL.

dealing with intemperance,or rather, with

bill before

RIVER STREET, HOLLAND# MICH.

For rates or accommodationsaddress the proprietor

the front with an entirely new method of

WILIVES;,

HI.

BLACK LAKE.

Fairbanks, Secretary.

I.
I.

other Legislatures to adjourn, has come to

The

FOR SALE BY

Private or public,on

approach of hot weather drives all the

law

HARVESTER & BINDER,

EXCURSIONS

Board on or before the

the City of Holland.

and suggestion has been considered.They
are mistaketi.The New Hampshire
Legislature, which never meets until the

body

MOWER, TABLE-RAKE,

Whenever called upon for

idea that the subject has been exhaustive- 5tli day of July next.
By order of the Board of Education of
ly discussed and that every possible plan

before that

make

DAILY TRIPS

Those who have walched the contests of persona disking to apply as teachers in
the past winter, In the several State Legis- the Public Schools in the City of Holland.

and

UCKCYC

!

At a meeting of the Board of Education,

Oil
Seatoreithe Heirin?,»ad li :ha only Abiohte
Cate fer Dufnei; Kcown.

Tk

EmpeaiRemeiiy-

Great

SpeciicMetticioe.

Thin Oil ia extracted from a peculiar epecle* of
email WHITE SHARK, caught in the Yellow Sea.
known an CarcharodonRomltliHi. Every Chineee
flaherman knowe it. Its virtue# a# a restorativeof
hearing were discoveredby a Buddhist Prieet
about I he year lilt). Its cures were no numerous
and many ho seemingly miraculous, that
the remedy wm officiallr proclaimed over the entire Empire. It# m*e became ho universal th.it for
o?e: 330>ea:in3 Deifsen bis existed atisn; the Chinese
pesple. Sent, charge# prepaid, to any addre## ai$l
per bottle.

positive cure for Spermatorrhfea, Seminal
Weakness. Impoteiicy, and all diseases resulting
front Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memory. Pat ns iu
Back or hide
and diseases
that lead to
It is a

Consumpt 'n
Insanity and
an earlygrave. The
SpeclflcMedi
cine is being
Only Impelled by HAYLO’Z & CO.,
used w i t It
Sole Agents for America. 7 Dey St., New York. wonderfulsnccoss.
Pampheltssent free to all. Write for them and
It# virtues are nuque#tionab'e and its curative get full particnlars.
character absolute, a# the writer can personally
Price, Specific.$1 per package, or six packages
testify, both from experience and observation.
for 85. Address all orders to
Among the many reader# of the Review in one
J. B. SlMPauN MEDICINE CO.,
part and another of the country. It is probable th it
Buffalo. N.Y.
number# are afflicted with deafness, and to such It
Sold in Holland bv D. R. Mbkmos. 61-ly.
may he said: •• Write at once to Uavlock £ Co., 7
[ley Street, New York, enclosing f 1. and you will
receive by return mail a remedy that will enable
you to hear like anybody else, and whose curative
effect# will be permanent. You will never regret
doing to."— Editor Mercantile Review. ?l-8m.

_

This Machine is stronper, runs easier, is easier^’ managed,
than almost any other machine of its kinds.

pay may

'Vibrator.

T>UHLIC

notice is hereby given, that, whereas
heretofore, to wit: On thefilh day of June,
A. I). 18<1, application in writing was made to me, In rebuildingour new shop we have purchased
the tax, the fees of thfc officer, one dollar the undersignedtownshipDrain Commissioner,in
entirely new
for the warrant and one dollar per day for and for the township of Holland, in the county of
Ottawa, to locate and construct a ditch or drain iu
Machineryof the most Approved Patterns,
his board in jail. The estimated income said township, a# follows,to wit: commencing at
a point on the section line between sections 5 and
from the law, if passed and enforced, is Bin township 5 north, of range 15 west. Ottawa And we are confident we can satisfy all who
want
something like a half a millions of dol- county, about ¥5 rods south of the town line, between Hollandand Olive townships, and running
lars, which will pay all the current ex- thence south along the section lines between sections 5, b. 7 and 8, and 17 and 18 to u point about
po isos of the State governmentand the 100 rods south of the northeast corner of section
intercut on the debt, aud still leave a sur- 18 in said townshipof Holland;and the said personshavinggiven me good and sulHcient security
plus for thi sinking fund.
in writingto pay all costs and expensesof whatkind pertaining to the action of me. the said
For a
England State the pro- ever
WE HAVE A STEAM
townshipdrain commissioner,about such applicaposition is a singularly bold one. It is a tion in case* itch application should not be •granted,

Treasurer, and lodged in Jail until he pays

less complicated

THRESHER

Planing Mill

Drain Commissioner's Notice.

is

NEW MODEL

IPBICE INFIX

bo seized,upon a warrant from the State

and

I

Planing, Matching,

CAINTTOINT

Re-Sawing Done.

New

and I the said township d>ain commissioner,

frank recognition of the impracticability having immediatelythereafter,to

JDHir

K

I

LINT MONITOR ENGINE.

wit: on the 8th
1881, proceeded to examine
AND THE
personally the line of the propos-d ditch or drain,
cess in dealing with intemperancemust be and after having made such examinationand having declared It to be my opinion that it is proper
looked for in the direction of regulation. iind necessary and for the good of the public health
It is not at all probable that the bill will that the said application should be gran'ed, and
not having been able to obtain a conveyance and
pass, lor it will have the combined op- releaseof the damage# from every person through
whose land fhtch ditch or dram is to pass, and it Or anything In our line manufactured on short
position of the pronounced temperance being mad# to appear that some persons Interested
notice.
£ VAN ARK.
men, and the dealers in intoxicating liq- in such ditch or drain reside out of said township
of Ho'land, therefore pcblic notice is hereby given
uors. Nor is it at all certain that the bill, thatlhive appointed the 5th dav of Jnly. A. 1).
1881. at the hour of 2 o'clock in the alternoon. of
if passed, would achieve any such success
said day. as the time, and the house of Henry
Immix Cancer Cure Depot, Coatiits framers anticipate. But it is a long Kenyon, in said township,as the place for an excook. P. Q.
I n ^
aminationof the said application; and I. the said
step forward to discuss the abandonment drain commissioner,have directed this notice to
he pnbli-hedin the Hoixand City News, a newsof the prohibitory theory and the adoppaper of generalcirculation in the county, in
tion of some other. And in the end, per- which snltltownihip lies.
In witness whereofI have hereunto sel my hand
without the use of the Knife.
haps,
Hampshire
startle her this 9th day of June.
I). 1881, to-wlt: at the
The only permanent Cure in the world. For parsaid
township
of
Holland
In the county of Oittawa.
England neighbors with a practical
tlcuiat#enclose two 3 cent stamps to
FRED. L. SUITER.
8. C. SMITH, Coatlcook, P. Q., Canada.
taxing measure which will serve as good a Township Drain Commissionerin and for the
Township of Holland in the county of Ottawa.
Cares
Swift
Certain.
purpose as the Michigan tax law has.
1&-4 w
i publish this for SB per year, w ith
(Any paper
thu
note
and
paper
sent
regularly.)
i-i y
Meanwhile we cannot be too thankful that

of prohibition, and of the fact that suc- day

of

June. A.

I).

DRYING OF LUMPUR WK SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

38-lV

$1,000

WERKMAN

Consumes the least fnel. is the most easily
handled, Is the quickest set for work, need# no
digging or leveling,can be fired up the quickest,
has the most perfect draft,has the best spark nr
roster.Is the strongest and best Engine made; is
the handsomest,is the safest.

FARMERS

Cancer cureH

may

A

New

W"

the

New Hampshire proposition was

not

Dissolution Notice.

broached until after the Michigan Legisla-

question was under discussion,they would

have wasted more

time than they did.—

Detroit Free Press.

Horace (*. Beach, under the firm name and style of
Beach Bros., is this day dissolved by tnntnul consent, Horace O. Beach retiringto ehgige in other
business. William H. Beach, will continue the
business of the firm at the old stand and wire
houses, and pay all liabilities of the firm, and to
whom all claims due the firm will bo paid.

WILLIAM II. BEACH.
HORACE O. BEACH.

Mu. Jenney our Secretary of State says:

“Don’t Yon Forget It.”

art like a charm on the
Organs, Kidneys and
Liver, restoring lost vigor,
and curing nervous debility,
$1 rpe box, or 6 for $5; sent sealed by mail. Ladi s’ Rubber FountainSyringe, $2. by mail, scaled ;
A o all kinds Rubber Hoods lor Ladies and Gentlemen, a hook on Lost Manhood Regained,cause
and cure, 10c. to pay postage. Dr. JAMES, 204
Washington Street Chisago
41-tv

and

glish Remedy,
an unfailingcure
for seminal weak
ness. 8 pc rm a-

PILLS.

111.

QTARTLINC

O

DISCOVERY!

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

A victim of youthful imprudence causing Premature Decay, Nervous Debility,Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried in vain every known remedy, haa discovered a simple aelf cure, which be will send FREE
to hia fcllow-sufferera,
addresa J. H.

BEFORE

Journal.

N. Y.

tat.,

Van Landegend

Copper. Tin and Sheet Iron worker: plumber

paired and put up, etc,, etc. Inquire atthe Hardware store of J. R. Kleyn, Holland.Mich. 35-tf

HI

a

|iw>f#n ,n>000 R1rhei.snrcKKvra, of wMrh l

WAN

My

DR.

TAII«Q.ave!s^K:After
Taking,

29-D

and steam titter; does all kind# of sheet metal
work to order, or repairing.Also driven Well#
pul down, and old pump# repaired. Stoves re

BEEVES,

43 Chatham

Diseases that follow asascquence
of 8clf Abuse; as

_

Will not only save money hut valuable time In the
future bv attendingthe Grand Rapids Business
College, where they w ill receive a thorough. Quickening, practical education- Scud for College

J.

torrhea, Impotency, and all

___

YOUNG MEN

They

NERVINE Urinary

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADE MARK The Great En-TRADE MARK.

ture had adjourned. If our Lansing V'OTICE is herebv given, that the co partnership
Solons had heard of it while the liquor 11 existingbetween William H. Bench and

BUY THEM.

FORFEIT!!
Canada.

New

I-t the most effective and snccesilnllcombination
for saving and cleaning grain, ever produced;
threshes all the grain, saves all. clesns grain and
seeds, ready for market. No clogging, no choking,
easy to feed. Fust, durable, economicaland profitable. We cla m and insist upon it that the new
Model, when properlyhandled, will do cleaner
work, save more grain, thresh, save and clean more
seed, and show a greater net profit for both fanner
and thresher than any other machine made.

I LUm,keBuck*J*Pile0intn,fntiV’,'trT;'1'u.,lt*

cur* I'll**.AJJreii with itauip,

Dr.

J.N. T%bl«r. bL I.juU.Ms.

THOMAS’

“ Crop and stock reports received at this

HoLLAnn, May 31, 1881.
tude. Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Ago, and many other Diseases that
The undersignedwill continuethe businessof lend to Insanityor Consumptionand a Premathe
late
firm
in
all
its
branches
ns
heretofore.
Rewere 1,800,024 sheep sheared in 1880,
ture Grave.
turning thanks for past favors,would respectfully
J^yFull particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
yielding 10,139,581 pounds of wool. This solicit a continuanceof the same.
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
W.H.
BEACH.
Specific MedicineIs sold by all drug* 1st at $1 per
is an average of 5 45 100 pounds per head.
Holland, Mich., May 31,
18-4w
package, or six package# for 85. or will be sent
The reports also show that the number of
free by mail on receipt of the monev, by ad-

office from 908

townshipsshow that there

1881.

sheep in the same townshipsin 1881 was
1,979,293, which is 6.41 per cent

more
than the number sheared in 1880. If
there has been a correspondingincrease in
the remaining 107 townships, there will be
2,013,008 sheep sheared in the Stale the

above average per head

will

be 10,974,163

tor the Brit tod Fntrit.
SelliajPictorialBnnki and Riblci. Price*
reduetd 33 p«r
pe CL National Putiltih'g Co., Chicuo,III.
rtdoetd

pounds,”

No. 10a Mam Street. Buffalo, N. Y.
For Sale in Hollandby Heber
32-ly

1

Walsh.

MENDELSSOHN PIANO
Will make,

Jays only,

for the next 00

a

Grand

are in receipt of

music, entitled“

We

a new

piece of

will love this Nation,”

that has just been issued, by Prof.
Anderson, of Wisconsin.It

J. J.

is a patriotic

words by Prof. Anderson, and
set to music by R Nordraak. The music
is pronouncedvery excellent by high
musical authorities, and the patriotic
words will speak for themselves. The

song, the

patrioticsong and music is for sale at O.

Rankans.

A large

Offer of

for

only

tV- Oar price for thia instrumentboxed and delivered or board oars <£0/C
Now York, with fine PianoCovor, Stool and Book,
4>Z4 J
This Piano will be sent on teat trial. Plea«e send reference If you do not send money with order.

Cash sent wlih order will be refunded and freightcharges paid by us both ways if Piano is not Just aa
represented in this Advertisement. Thousands in use. Bend for Catalogue. Every Instrument fully
Warranted for five years.
nr

Rhuematiam.
it

cured him of

black bear

was

killed inside

carcass weighed 350 pounds.

There will be no peaches or sweet
chenies in Kalamazoo county, and few
sour ones; of pears and apples only a few.

Ayer's Ague Cure
for Fever and

Ague

is

an Infalliblecure

The
word is

In all its forms.

and their
bond. Trial proves

proprietors warrsnt It,
as good ss a U. S.

it.

jfytriai mtirtg.
At the Jewelry Store of Mr.

W- N, Palmer, 149 Morgan

street, Buffalo,

talaHMyrnuTTlo^ severest form, and

My

child

you can now get clocks, plated silver ware,
jewelry and spectacles,at cost price.
is the time to

purchase.

Now

21-tf

was

Dr. Thoj^s^jiClectric__Ori

CemgTKTonT^remellyTnmn^iMjCGor^
anTi^av^imnetnat^relief,and

the child slept well the

remainder_oMhe

mgliL^HiavtHLlseTTtTir my family with complete success.

Sold by all Druggists.

price#.

N. Y,, says:

PRICE 50

cents and $1*00.

__
SUMMER.

CentennialExhibition, and were unanimously recommendedfor the 'Highest
Honors. The squares contain onr New Patent 8cale, the greatest Improvement in
Goto D. R.MEBNGS for Mrs Freeman’s New National Dyes. For brightnessand durability of
the history of Piano making. The new patent scale Uptightaare the-Finest in America*. Positively
we make the finest Upright Pianos, of the richest tone and greatest durability. They ate recom- colorthoyare unequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15 cents.
mended by the highest musical authoritiesin the country. Over 11.000 In nse. and not one dissatisfied purchaser,All Pisco# and Organa sent on 15 days’ test trial— ^rei<7 At free if unsatisfactory.
Don t fair to write us before buying. Poaltlve’.ywe offer the best oargaina. Piano Catalogue mailed
free. HandsomeIlioatrated and Descriptive Piano Catalogue of CO pages nulled for 6c. stamp. Every
Plano fully warrantedfor 5 years.
Onr New BtyleJubi'eeOrgan in Japanese Caae, called
the •• ORIENTAL," Style 09, ts the handsomest,tastiest
and sweetest toned Parlor Organ ever offered the mnsical
___ „
___ T ____
public. It containsFIVE OCTAVES, FIVE seta of
la, vis.:Tielodlu,Celeste, DTap#on, Sub-baas and Celestina.Also FlfUss Beautiful Stops, aa follows, viz.: Melodia,Celeste, (a charming atop.) Diapaon, Sub-basa,Echo, Dulcet, MelodlaForte,
Celeste-Forte,Expression, Treble-Couple, Celeatina,Bass-Coupler, Grand Orpin, (which throws on the
entire power of the instrument,) Right Knee Stop and awell, Left Knee Stop and Swell. Height, 70 In. ;
Length, 47 in.; Width, 24 in.; Weight, boxed, 350 Iba. The caae ia of solid walnut, veneered with
choice wooda, and la of an entirelynew and beautiful deaign. elaboratelycarved, with panels, music
closet, lamp stands, fretwork, Ac., all elegantly finished. Possessesall the latest and best improve
menu, with great power,
:r, depth, brilliancyan
and sympatheticquality of tone. Beautiful aolo effects and
perfect atop action. ’*
Reguiar retail price $275. Our whoietaU net cath price to have It introduced,
JACKETS,
with atoot and book.
I only $87— aa one organ sold sells others.Poaltivelv no deviation in
Price* No payment required until von have fully tested the organ In your own home, we send at
Organs on 15 days test trial and pay freight both ways If instrument la not as represented.Poslttvely,
our Organs contain no " Bogus seta of Reeda, or " Dummy ” stops, aa do many othqr*. We make no
Silk & Satins in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery,
misrepresentations, and guarantee honest and fair dealing, or no sale. Fully warranted for 5 years.

1881. SPRING AND

__

,

.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Flowers, Laces, Beaded* Silk Fringes
CIRCULARS AND DOLMAFS,

FANS

CUECT yiicip

Factory and Warerooma, 57tk

St,

rOr.anh**

and 10 Ave*

one-third ptlce. Catalogue of 3.000 choice pieces sent for 3c. stamp. This
OHLL I ITlUglU CatalogueIncludes most of the popular music of the day and every variety of
musical composition, by the beat authors. Address,

&

PARASOLS

IN

GREAT VARIETY-

Germantown Yarn, Woosted, Canvas, Embroidery,

SILK ANDH-A-IiR. GOODS.

at

MENDELSSOHN PIANO

CO., P.

O.

Box 2058, New York

City.

21-8mo

LAS. VAN DENHOEXi
BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

A.TSTD

__

1881.

_

—

J. Albers,

a sore

throat of eight years standing.

O

at

IT!

beats everything he has ever tried

Daniel Hoffman, a farmer near Marion, O., says

Magnlflcant rosewood case elegantly finished, 8 strings.7 M Octaves,full patent
I "Z enntaute agraffes, our new patent overstrung scale, beantlfnl carved legs and lyre,
heavy serpentine and large fancy moulding round case, full iron frame, French Grand Action, Grand
Hammers. In fact every improvement which can in any way tend to the perfection of the Instrument
has been added.

|

It

~

the city limits of Ludington the other day.

The

Q
0

THE PEOPLE SAY OF

Geo. Matcher, Marion, O., says;

Organs.

IPiariLOS £tnci
OTVI r
O I I LL

WHAT

CO.,

$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
We

OIL!

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.

AGENTS WANTED

present year, aud the total clip at the

EGLECTRIC

Dr.

iattinjjj!.

in

Rev. W. B. Gillihore and lady are

Pfunsiiehl is in the city

De Coudres is

hauled out at Anderson’sship yard for

Mrs. A. M. Burgess bus arrived home
from her

Have

you seen the comet.

tronomers say that

its

tail is

-

0,000,000 miles.
re-

One

of

our

4,

Some

as-

In all Kinds of

Wisconsin.

its

and

is

To make room for an extensive fall trade, we have marked down our
entire stock of

now doing well.

Miss Henrietta Roy, of Racine, returned
length to be home on Tuesday lost, and our boys are
on their feet again.

(We

keep the

Summer

Shawls, Shetland Shawls,

sale at this office.)

possible for him to supply the demand,
The Genuine Singer Sewing Machine is
prophets better give up. June owing to the inability of the factories to
for sale and to be had only by applyingto
has been a wet month instead of a .dry supply him with the machinery wanted.
Mr. John A. Roost. All other Singers,

weather is very changeable,and

local

one.

_

Linen Ulsters, Parasols, Lawns,
Gloves, Mitts, Lace Ties, Eosiory,

List of lettcis remaining in the post- sold or offered for sale as such, are imiProfessors flenry Boers and John H. office at Holland, Mich., June 30, 1881: tations. His office is a the store of H. D.

Hope

Kleinheksel, Jr., of

College, are on

David Higbee, John

Fidell, Miss Viola

Post.

jourhey to Scotland, England and the Seamans, Thomas Coll.

a

Netherlands. ^

Accordingto

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

premium

at the

Stale Fair three years

We

are building at the mouth of the Brazos

And everything else In

is

the Hoe of

paper speaks very high of the contractors.
jetties

seem

to

it is

claimed,

is

better than stone.

The

Monday last. He

Briggs, of Salem, on

reports business ns very good in his laree

COR. OA.3STAL

be covered with large

blocks of concrete, which

Goods, from 15

for the East next

have improved considerableduring
a lively full trade are

good. Call

the

again,

One of

the hands engaged in the Briggs!
Plugger Mills— W. Korfker— got his left
By the kindness of Mr. Roth, chief
hand in the lath saw, and got it badly
engineer of the steamer City of Milwaumangled. He was taken to Dr. Van
kee, we were enabled to look over the
Pullen’s drug store, w here he was cared
beautiful engine of that new iron steamer.
for.

Mr. Roth Informed us that the engine
/ Died.— Miss jane E. Sipp,

sister of

Mr.

M

Holland Manufacturing Company

is

are stockholders, and are pushing it for

Open every evening with 4 Klertrlc Lights, muklng our More In the evening
light as day. Exclusive Agency of the celebrated perfect fitting Domestic Paper Fanhlon*.
At.y perron baying material amounting to $3 or upward,will receive a patternfree of charge.

WT

take place this afternoon (Saturday ) from

all

They have leuted a shop
one year, and commenced active oper-

for

Neuralgia Drops,

ations. Several orders were taken before

work was commenced.

It is true, it

stinted on a small scale; which we

deem

wise, but at the first indication that

pay

to enlarge it, the

coming

to do

one

issuel

for

money

is

it

w

ill

w ill be lortl

The only medicines used without turning the
stomach wrong side out. I warrantthe cure of

-

it. Hurrah! Enough glory

working very smooth, and the best lime

made was from Milwaukee to
in 5 hours aud 4 minutes,
beeu suffering with spinal complaint for j It is a beautifulboat, aud her cabins
the past eight months. The funeral will are gorgeouslyfitted up, and well worth

had

STEKETEE’S

there is in it.

Grand Haven

a visit of inspection.

NEURALGIA,

THE GBEAT COMET.

Geo. H. Sipp, on Friday morning^ yester-j they have

day) at the age of 51 years, y^he

BRONSON

effected its permanent organizationon

last few weeks, and that the prospect for

September.

25 per cent below

STS.
Grand Rapids* Mich.
<5c

grocery store, has added a pure stock of Thursday evening. Mayor John Roost
Rev. L. Hekhuis, after having finishe\j lager beer to his other wet groceries,of was elected president; J. Kuite, vice president; H. Walsh, treasurer,aud 11. I). Post,
double course of studies, is appointedasl which he sells large amounts. He reports
missionaryto East India, by the Board I that the crops of the surrounding country secretary.The best citizens of Holland

of Foreign Missions, and intends to leave/

to

WURZBURG.

W.

F.

them nine feet of water on the bar. The
The

Summer

present prices.

having the desired effect, and has given

received a pleasant call of Mr. Jns.

in

succession.

a

SUMMER UNDERWEAR,

the Brazoria Iniepende.'i

is

it

two beautiful mules which have taken the

n

I

w

21-1

the brushwork which the Messrs. Kanle»s

It is very easy to pronounce all sort of
wicked to perform all sorts of
anathemas
from the pulpit against the
gymnastics in a circus ring, what is it in
"
Almighty
Dollar,” but where is the
a gymnasium attached to our colleges and
preacher
who
will do hi* work without
theological seminaries*
the “Almighty Dollar?” Echo says,
IT. Boone arrived home on Saturday where?
last and brought eleven fine horses and
If

Silks, Dress Goods,

finest

heaviest dealers in farming kind of wedding cards aud invitationsfor

implements informed us that it was imour

0-00 IDS.

tSXJJVHJVXESfl.

000, 000 miles

-

in length, others claim

pairs.

The

trip to

Rev. A. A. Pfanstiehl will preach in the
A son of Mr. J. Flieman was bitten by
Methodist Episcopal church to-morrow a rattlesnakeon Tuesday evening last.
(Sunday)morning.
He was taken in hand by Dr. Van Putten,

An cisht-y ear-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Duane Smith, is lying ill with diphtheria.
schooner J. P.

SWEEPING REDUCTION

potatoes are iu tbe market, and

are of a good quality.

last.

for the first black raspberries.

visitingparents and relatives.

The

New

and lady, of Salem, were

Our thanks are due Mr. Sam’l Smith,

so-

journingin town.

Rev. A. A.

Palmer

town on Monday

Two simultaneousdispatches have been
Warner
Observatory at Rochester, N. Y., by
received by Prof. Swift, of the

which

it

providing it Is used according to dtrccUoa.

appears that another great comet

the residence of Mr. Sipp, at 4 o’clock.

Hol- has been discovered. Prof. Sharpless of
It* the only rure cure for the destruction of the
While in Grand Haven recently wc land. The large circus of Burr Robbins Haverford College,Pennsylvania,states Pin Worm, and it alco takca the Stomach and Tape
that L. T. Edwards saw it with the naked Worm. No physic In necerrary. Price, only 25
paid a visit to the new machine shop of & Coivin, made their appearance with a
cents per bottle.' For sale by all Durggistr.Beeye on the morning of June 23d, and Mr. ware uf counterfeits.
Messrs. Bryce & Blotkernow under course grand and brilliant parade, and drew
of construction, and nearly completed. together in the streetsno less than six or Edgar L. Larkin, of New Windsor, III.,
Last Monday was

a tiveiy day for

Price 50c per

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

We found that the engine which they are seven thousand spectators,among whom also reports seeing it and that it is vast.
building for Moore & Turnbull’s new were a great many who deemed it not sin- It seems probable that the tail is not less
than 15 c iu length while the head is us
barge— C. W. Moore— is nearly completed ful to look at it for nothing, hut very
and will rise into prominence as a “heap wicked iu the afternoon or evening,when bright as Jupiter. The new comet is
located iu the constellation of Auriga
of scraps” rism from the ashes, and trans- it would cost a few pennies. We feel

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole

formed into a beautiful engine. The happy to announce that everything passed about 8 degrees from Cupella, and it is not
8
Moore will be completed in a few days, off pleasantly and orderly, and we estimate improbable that it may be the much ex
that the seats occupied ut each entertain- peeled comit of 1812 which should appear
it is expected that it w ill puzzle some of
ment, numbered not less than 2,500. The not far from that locality. As the two
the “fast” boats to keep up with her.
performancesin the at ternoon were first- dispatches were received in Rochester
We would respectfully call the atten- class, and deserve praise. The matchless simultaneously,there is some question as
tion of our city authoritiesto the necessity bare back riding of Charles W. Fish was to whether the honor of discovery, and

St.,

9 Monroe

the railroad crossingnear Eight

street.

This would do away with a great deal of

Boston, June

2(1.—

The comet

is

moving away from the earth (this is the

the business interests of

conclusionat the Cambridge Ohjervalorv)

annoyance and detriment to and financiallyit has done this city more
our city. Also good than harm, (’all again, Mr. Robbins.
the two crossings near Dan’l Jonker’s
residence.These two- crossings are Beal Estate Transfers in Ottawa
planked too narrow, and are dangerous.
County.
A very few dollars would remedy this and
would relieve many farmers of a great For the week ending June 29, 1881.
deal of anxiety. While we are pushing
Trn«tec»Ri f. Church.Zeeland to (Jcert H. Bot«,
one or Upo things, we should not forget the
other.

It is with the greatest pleasure that

make room

we

for the following statement.

It appears that the

United States Board of

Engineers have sent out experts to take
aoundings,personally, in order

to get a re-

and simultaneousexhibit of the existing and prospective condition find ca
pacity of the harbors around Lake Michigan. An old and able man— U. 8. Asst.
Engineer Enright— took the soundings
along the East Shore of Lake Michigan,
and the result at the Harbor of Black
Lake we publish verbatim. W’e hereby
liable

ask the courtesy of our contemporariesto
clip this Item, bo that

the wandering
mariner,in distress, may know where to
go:

Black Lake Harbor, June
According

to

29, ’81.

soundings taken to-day by

U. 8. Asst. Engineer Enright, extending
900 feet from the outer end of the piers
out in

Lake Michigan, it was found that

the depth of water was as follows, viz:

South Pier, average, outward,
For the

“

“

first

11

••

»

100
“ 100
•* loo
“ 100

“

— 24 feet of
“ ....18^
“ ....101
“ ....m

270 feet,

next

“

200

*...21 _
and deepen

at the rate of 300.000 miles a

day.

It will

eye. It readied its maximum
brightness on Thursday night last.
Its nucleus ia probably 1,0'I0 miles in
diameter, and the inner head at the
envelope 12,000 while the coma is vastly
part
lot 19 b.k 8, Zeeland. $488.
W. NV. Averill and wife to Thomas Hall, part S E more than that. The tail is at least 4.000,000 miles in length. Tlic'.e computations
1.4. Sec. 21-8-14 $M9Arthur I). Halntead to Daniel J. Mull, all timber on were made by Mr. 8. C. Chandler of the
S X 8 W i, . 2-8-lb and
8 K
staff of the observatory.
$1.0 0.
Melinda M. Morse to William Hammond, part sec.
IlASTINGS ON THK-lll’DSON,June 20
8-7-11. $137.50.
The
comet showed to better advantage last
MelindaM. Morse to Mary E. Alexander, part sec.
3-7-11. $1*7 50
night than at any time since its discovery.
John Rue to Marviile Harwood S
gee. 36-7—
14. $no.
All along the Hudson River groups were
Hcrvey M. Harwood et at to Henry Bnnson W ^ gathered in watch its rise, and nt 10
sec. 80-7-10 and 8
tec. 36-7-14.
o’clock it was seen to the best advantage.
$80
OrvilleTuxbury and wife to Alfred Stevena, part Prof. Henry Draper spent all of Saturday
N
acc. 25—9—13. $300.
night in a vain attempt to make another
Ransom Tubbs to Moses 8. Buxton, N K V 8 W
photograph of the comet. At midnight
Sec. 10-6-15. $3
Samuel Smith and wife to Chas. Sevcrence. mid. the clouds that obs red the sky and ren4 S K. * S W >4 and N W * S
sec. 31-7- dered the tail of the comet almost invisi14. $M.
ble began to clear. A heavy fog, so dense
Gr ind Haven R. R. Oo.. to Chicago and We*t Mich.
R. K. Co.. Railroad bed from Holland to Muske- that it dropped from the roof of the obgon. $440.(YK).
servatory. also lifted a littleafter midnight
State of Michigan to Charles Douras, 8 ^ N E V
and the sky was left clear. Prof. Drape
and 8 K * N W X. sec. 0 -7-13. $l-.0.
Fred. A. Thatcher and wife to Edwin Thatcher8 at once set to work. At 2:10 this morn*
N W X. sec. -9-13. $325.
ing he had two powerful telescopes ready,
Thomas Unit and wife 10 O. F. Conklin, lot 3, blk. and succeeded in taking two photographs
2 Thos. Watson add. Cooneraville.
$525.
Jan Wissel and wife to E. Boil w man, part W V, of the comet that exceed anything he has
lot 5. blk. 3. M. A 11 Add., Grand Haven. $375. so far accomplished. They were finished
Wm. Van Slotcn and wife to Marv A. Weatherwax, at 3 a. m. One magnifiedfifteen times by
parts E K. Sec. 11— 6-13. $9 0.
John (Hernm and wife to Gerrlt Van den Burg, 8 W the telescope,shows the nucleus and the
curious form of the coma, which is shaped
lot 2. blk B, II. T. and H. Add. $75.
Council of Hope College to John De Wit. N W K
like a bird with outstretched wings. It is
NEK except a right o way 2 rods wide on E very
graphic, and the Professor express
side Sec. 26 -5—16. $40*.
Frank J. Fox to Mathew C. French, S W K N E K himself as thoroughlysatisfied.

so on deeper
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“
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“
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....22
,;..24

....21

Offer* hi* superiormade wagon* Ju*t o* cheap
a*
thi-m In Zeeland, and claims that
they are n

the naked

S

—

W

W

FLIEMAN,

J.

anybody

of

W

.V

Our popular wagon manufacturer

probably be visible for several months,
and be conspicuous during that time to

Jewelry, Watches,
Sihemri, Platto, aad

Better wagon in

I have engaged the services of Mr. N.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
watches, so that our work can be war-

Call

and Examine.

Also keeps on hntid a line of

ranted.

All the

everyway

fancy Hoods,

H.

Goods are warranted

1!

to be just as represented.

E

M

AND

Twill also keup on hand a fullfltno of

<).

E

K

f.

Sec. 13-7- 15. $250.
8am net B. Stewart et al to Ffza J. Stewart, lot 8,
hik. 29. City of Holland. $230.

water.

GRAND HAVEN
While Mr.

Peter

ITEMS.

Vun Weelden was

working nt a new building, in the Fourth

Cleveland, O., June

29

gnished astronomer, Prof.

—The

dist1')-

J. N. Stock well,

of this city, makes the following statement of his observations of the comet.
On the evenings of June 24, 9A, and 26, I
had the good fortune t<» get observations
of its po itinn with sufficientprecision to

enable mo *o determine approximatelyits
distance from the earth and its path
North Pier, average, outward,
from the roof to the ground. He was through space. If we trace the path of
For the first 100 feet ..... 14 feet of water.
carried home but his injuriespioved to be the comet back to June 1, we find it then
•• next 100 “
“
had a right ascension of about five
slight, so that he was able to be up again
“ 100 “
"
hours, and that ita declination was nearly
“ 100 “
••
the next day.
forty degrees aouth.
•• " 100 M ....18W
In this position it could be well obA bad accident occurred on Thursday served in the southern hemisphere and it
•• " 100 M ....17
•• “ 100 “ ....17^
forenoon at Boyden & Akely's shingle mill. ia very probably the same comet observed
100 “ ....20^
A boy about 13 years of age, the son of oy Dr. Gould at Cordova, In the Argen“ 100 M
“
line Republic, June 1. Its distance from
Mr. A. Terch, got caught by a belt on the
and so on deeper and deeper.
the earth was then 44, (DO, COO miles. From
main shaft and whirled around a number that point it traveled directly north and
The U. 8. Engineer expressed himself
of timea before the machinery could be passed a llt’le to the northward of the
freely, and said, "that this was the best
stopped, striking against a sawdust box, sun June 19, at a dlUance of 21,000,000
stage of water at any harbor on the East
miles from the earth;
and wax instantly killed. After the body
Shore of Lake Michigan, outside, and in
It reached its perihelion June 23, when
was released from iti position it was found it was about 72,000.000 miles from tbe sun
a line with tbe piers."
that one arm and both legs were broken, and 23,000,000 from the esrth. On June
John Gee, U. 8. iMpector,
so that the bones protruded from the flesh 28 it was 29,000.000 miles from the earth
Mr. Gee will please accept oar thanks and one foot nearly torn off, besides other and receding at the rate of 1,800,000 miles
i injuriesabout the head and body.
for the document.
daily.
and

for Farmers.

now

the present

the chance

is

-Dealer in-

worth the whole price of the entertain- the Warner prize of $200, belong to Mr.
ment. There were a great many people Edwards or Mr. Larkin.
in town from the neighboring villages,

Proprietor.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Otto Breyman How

of obtaining a flagman, to be stationed on

bottle.

Ward, on Wednesday, he slipped and

fell

SPECTACLES

°Pen and t°p Ngies,
FOR

ALSO AGENT

—and a—

FULL LINK OF GOLD PENS. BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

WORKS.

I have, and intend to keep on hand a
superior lot of MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, such as Violins, Guitars, Bangos,
AccordeuuH, etc., etc.

J.

FLIEMAN,

14-tf

Holland,Mich.

Come and examine our stock. No
A fine upeortme-ntof

trouble to show Goods.

O.
Holland, Mich
IN

,

Jan.

BREYMAN.

1,

1881.

48-ly

THE NEW

all

kind* of

Dress Goods,
-A full line of-

GROCERY
SHAWLS,
—
— > — AND'—'

A largo asHortment of

DRY GOODS STORE
C.

STEKETEE

on

the corner

&

BOS,

of River & Ninth

SILKS

AND

RIBBONS.
A full Hue of Hoalery, Sklrta
ment of white ebirta,etc.

and

a

alee aeaort-

Sts.

Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Grocerloe,— alwiys of the Freahcetund Parent,
but »1m> all kiuds of Farmen Produce,Provision*,
Etc., Etc.

-~*—A

BOOTS

full line

and

of-^—

SHOES

Alio a very largo and aaiorUd Block of

DRY GOODS
Which we intend to keep
ble

aa completeaa domIembracingall tbe lateai and beat made fenrica

We hove

excellent TEA for 25 cents per

pound and upward.

Eastern Salt at Bottom Prices.
A

fall line

of

CANNED GOODS, PICKLES and
•

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
|C

STEKETEE A

Bollard, Sept. 30tb, 1880.

BOS.

complete lino of

GROCERIES
Always on hand at
P. * A. STEKETEE.
Holland, May-

18th, 1881.

FARMER WHITE.
BT

XUam

I.

HALL

Ton may envy the joya o’ the farmer,
An’ fancy hia free, eaey life;
You may alt at hla bountiful table,
An' praiae hla Induatriouawife.
Ef you worked In the wooda In the winter,
Or folleredthe fumr all day,
With a team o’ unruly young oxen,
An’ feet heavy loaded with clay.
Ef yon held the old plow— I’m a thinkla’
You’d elng In a different way.

You may

talk o’ the golden-eyed dalalee,
vn‘ IiIIok that wear eech a charm,
But it »o\cb me a heap o’ hard labor
To keep ’em Inm ap'llln’my farm ;
You may plctur’ the beautifulaunaete,
\u' LnidecapeRso full o’ repoee,
Bull never get time, to look at 'em,
Except when it rains or it snowa ;
You naiy.Bmg o' the song-birds o’ summer, a
I’ll tend to the hawks and the crows.

'

hack

the hay-fleld iu

their souls to Satan.” Since that date,
however, various cases liave occurred of
women accused as witches being dro wned
while undergoingthe ordeal by water
at the hands of their intimidated yet
infuriated neighbors. — Fraser's Maga-

zine.

_

_____

Pain-Eik
* SAFE AND SUflE

REMEDY FOR

A LIAH, SAH!

Startling*«•«• In • Colored Cbnreh.
fSt.

Rheumatisni,

Louis Republican.]

»

again.

i

The good colored fqlks were seated in
the Wesleyan Chapel, ou Wash street.
All was sileut in there save the rustle of
the Bible leaves. The paster was hunting the text of his sermon. Ho had
come to a passage that looked like the
one he sought for, and he paused for a

after them.

Neuralgia,

Cramps,

One evening,when Maggie ^hod been j “Oh, Alic!” she said, in fear and
alxnit a voar at Woolwich, and she was -trembling.
sittingalone in her school-roomas usual,
“Oh, Maggie I” he answered, mimfor the pupils had just said good-night icking, “what did you mean by going
aud been delivered to the tender mercies away from Perlock,and not leaving any moment and bent his head lower and

You may long fur the Mo’ the fanner,
An’ dwell on the pleaaum o' toil ;
But the good thluga we hev on our table
All hev to be dug from the aoll ; •
An’ our beautiful,bright yaller butter,
Pi'toApdyou nifty never hoV' ]6ftrncd,
Make" a heap o' hard work fur the wlmmln,
It hez to be cheerfullychurned ;
And the cheeses,so plump in our pantry,
All hev to l>e lifted an’ turned.

When home from

woman and her little daughter were
hanged at Huntingdon“for selling

out, Mrs. Dunlop was offered a home the curiositiesround, Maggie; I thought
iu London by a sister, who was well off you would like to see them.”
and bad tempered, and it was thankfully
“Oh 1 What will Mrs. Marshall and
accepted.
Miss Patterson say ?” said Maggie, in
Maggie went as governess into the consternation. ~
family jf a Mrs. Marshall,of Woolwich.
“ Nothing to you for the next halfMrs. Marshall’s daughter by her first hour or so, for I have just seen them on
husband was really mistress of the es- their way to Woolwich, and thought I
tablishment,for Mary Pattersonhad a should get a quiet chat with you. Mv
strong will and she was an heiress. “A dears,” he said, turning to Maggie s
very nasty heiress, too,” poor Maggie wide-eyed,open-mouthed pupils, “I'm
thought,and she was right, for Maria quite sure you’d like to be let off with
was skinny, aud thought herself sarcas- vour lessons, so I’ll let you off for an
alwavs said
nasty things
tic, and aiwavs
sam very uatwy
uuiig» to
w hour ; run along, my little dears,” and
people who aid not dare to say them i he opened thd door for them and shut it

Miss Pattersonwalked in
dressed aud rather flushed

of their nurse,

very

much

4nd excited.

address ?”

“I

couldn’t help

wrote.”
“No, I never

_

it.

peered at the good words.
The congregationsent up a sigh, for
the moment had arrived when they had
to face their weekly lecture, when the
warden of the little church opeued the
windows wider so that the good words
of the pastor might float out into the
night air aud perhaps be heeded by the

and you never
'

write letteis; don’t
“Miss Dunlop,” she said, “we shall
have a few friends this evening, and I know how to spell well enough. But I
know one or two of them like an im- have been hunting for you all oyer the
promptu dance; will you be ready to place, aud never dreamed of finding you
come into the drawing-room and play if here. Now we’ll unpack the box; I had
it opened before I came; so it’s only ungodly.
we should want you?”
The minister raised his head, “I take
In the evening she put on her shabby fastened by a lock.”
for my text,” he said, “the words: Tt is
“ But, Alic, they’ll never forgive me.’

eummar,

With sure gleamin’over my head,
When I milk by the light o’ my lantern,
An' wearily crawl Into bed,
When I think o’ tha jvork o’ the morrow,
An' worry fnr four it might rain,
When I bear the loud
the UtundW,
An' wife, ehe begins to complain,
Then I feel ez if life was a burden,
With Ice tie to hope fur or gala. -

p4l

Cholera,
Diarrhoea,
Dysentery.
,

j

,

AND
Druises,

black gown, and stftck a spray of white

Burns
doesn't matter, be- more blessed to give than to receive.’’’
AND
“Blessed indeed,” groaned a sinner
patientlyfor the summons. When it cause if you are good I’ll take you away
from
the rear end of the
^
came, with a roll of music under her next week. Besides, they’ll forgive mo
But the coni must be planted In springtime,
Scalds,
“There are many who come to church,”
The weeds must be kep’ from the ground,
; arm, a flush on her innocent, frightened anything. I saved the Colonel's life
The hsy must be cut iu the summer,
when he was in Hong Kong— at least so said the pastor, “who would do well to
j face, and a scared, almost hunted, exThe wheat must be cradled an’ bound.
Toothache
he says. There, now, what do you think remember these words. They are of that
Fur we never sre out o’ employment
i pression iu her eyes, she descended aud
kind who come here aud drink and eat
Except when we He in our bed,
AND
of these for fighting with? Got them at
I timidly opened the drawing-room door,
Fur the wood must be hauled In the wdnter,
Java on purpose for you,” and he held of the good tilings,but who are never
! and there st.xxl still for a moment, starAn’ patiently plied In the shed,
While the grain must be took to the market,
up a pair of heathenish-lookingclubs here at the time the box is passed
Headache.
! ing in astonishment. There sat the
The stock must be watered and ted.
,
and brandished them over her head, and
| heiress, with an eager, pleased expresFOE SALE BI ALL DRUGGISTS.
“Y-o-u’-r-e a 1-i-a-h!” were the words
then proceeded to pull out the rest of
; sion on her face, aud leaning over her,
You may envy the joys o’ the farmer
that
came
floating
through
the
air
and
Who works like a slave fur his bread,
the contentsof the dox and to decorate
. talking and laughing,and more handOr, mebby, to pay off a mortgage
to the pastor’s ears as he paused at the
some than over, and sunburnt and sol- the school-room with them. “.There’s
That haugs like a cloud o'er hla head.
Y'ou may sit In the shade o’ the orchard,
Mr. Buddha, and there’s— why, what’s end of the above sentence. A tall, slen! dierlv-looking, was Alic Granger. The
der figure arose in the middle aisle of
Nor think o’ hia want* or his needs,
color rushed to Maggie’s face, as if to the matter, Maggie ?”
You may gaze at his meadera an’ cornfields,
the church. It was the frame of a river
“Nothing,
omy
you
will
get
me
into
say a hurried good-by, and then left it
An’ long fur the life Ulat he leads ;
steward, black as night, the face of John
But there’s lee tie o’ comfort or pieaaure
altogether. She recovered self-posses- into dreadful trouble — you will, indeed
In flghtln’ the bugs an’ the weeds.
_____
____
4 V..'.
Raymond, twenty-one years of age, a
sion, however, and walked with what Miss Patterson came m this morning
recognized masher in colored circles.
But tbe fannar depend* upon only
she flattered herself was great dignity and scolded me for talking to yon last
With right fore-finger poised, and pointThe things that he earns by hla toil,
toward the piano. She felt rather than night.”
An' the leotle be gains la got honeat,
ing straight at the pastor he said:
saw him raise his head and look at her,
»y turnin’and tillin’ the soil
“Never mind, she’s only jealous,” he
“Your insinivations, sail, are general,
When hie laat crop is toted to market,
and the next moment she saw him by laughed. “Now, tell me how soon you
tiipi sun.
With conscience all spotless an' clear,
but too pointed, sah. You are a 1-i-a-h,
her
side.
He may leave the old farm house forever,
can leave here. ”
sah, when you make such insinivations
To dwell in a holler ephere
“Maggie— my dear Maggie! Why,
“ What for?” she asked, innocently.
trouble*. PRICE, $2.00
a 1-i-a-h, sah— a 1— i— a —
:
An’ the crown that he wean aaay be brighter
fancy you being here; where did you
“ Why, you haven’t forgotten that we
Because o’ hie simple life her*.
The
pastor looked thunderstruck Holman's Special Pad. Adapt* »
come from ? I have been trying to find agreed to get married when we came
old chroniccaiea. $3 .00 •
With pupils dilated and arms outstretched
Holman's Spleen Belt. For — bh<«
you out for months.”
back, have yon, little coquette?” and he
cases of enlarged Spleen and unyielding Uvae
“I thought you”— and then she did put his arm around her waist, just as of he begged Mr. Baymond to desist.
A Pleasant Love.
Said Mr. Raymond: “I will see you
and Stomach troubles. $S .00.
not know how to go on, so added, al- old, and was not reproved. It was so
in
first, sah— in
!”
I have got some news for you Mag- ; moat ,iteou9ij
Holman's Infant’s Pad. *<*
'I am the governess very comfortable,she thought.
“Warden! Warden!” shouted the pasgie," he said, one day. about eighteen jjere m1
».*
of Infantsand Children.$ | .DO.
“No; but you are engaged, are you
Holman's Abdominal Pad. Tor rtf
months alter he had gained his commix? 0h, I see, then, that is not?”
Ashbury Bishop, for many years the
in*, Ovarian and Bladder troubles. $0.00.
sion. “Guess'whatit
rea8011
yoa before, I
“ Yes, of course, I am— to yon.
venerableand respected Warden of the Holman's Renal or Kidney Pad.
They were walking along the green , |UppOSe »
“Oh, but, Alio—”
For Kidney Complaints.$2.00.
church stepped to the front.
lanes of Perlock, listening to the ceasei «•.
“Oh, but, Maggie—”
He looked exceedingly consequential, Holman’s Poctorlal Pad. For afte*
less murmur of the sea, as at intervals “Do you really know Miss Dunlop?
And then he stopped aud kissed her,
tieaa ef the Chest and Lungs. $3.00*
they had walked and listened ever since I the heiress asked, coming up and speakHe imagined that he had but to request
and nothing more could be said, for
Mr. Raymond to leave the church and he Holman's Absorptive Medicinal
they oould remember ; at any rate, she ing in her coolest manner,
the door opened and there stood the
Body Platter. The best Plasterin thn
was six vears younger than her former i Maggie wished sincerely she could
would leave. He asked Mr. Raymond
Colonel, and there stood Maria Patterworld.
Porous on Rubber basis. 2D0.
hito her shoes and bury herself.
to retire.
Holman's Abtorptlvo Medicinal
“You are going to’be promoted,” she | “ Whv, of course I do ; we have been son.
“You go to
!” said Mr. Raymond
Of course there was no rejoicingon
Foot Platters. Coli Feet* H“4’
! play-fellows ever since we were born—
in reply. “I shall never leave here, sah,
laid.
aches and Sluggiih Circulation,
(per pair) 20O.
the part of Maria, bat, notwithstanding,
1 haven’t we, Maggie ?”
until I have had satisfaction— satisfacPromoted, you little goose 1 No one
Absorption
Salt
for
Medicated
Alic and Maggie were married within a
And Maggie, feeling that she was
tion, sah, or blood, sah, or b-l-o-o-d!
•ver gets promoted in the British army.
BathS. For Cold*, Rheumatiimand all case*
month.
backed up, answered bravely :
The Warden became terrified. He ran
Guess again.”
where a medicated Bath is needed, al»o an exceW
“Yes.”
out of the church and into the street,
“ You are goiug to marry an heiress.”
Country Girls.
lent foot hath, (per ft lb- P****') 2DC.
“Oh, indeed, how interesting 1” then
aud half the congregationran after him.
There was a lump in her throat as she
Meta Victoria Fuller, in a sisterly way,
The other half remained within and FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
turning to Maggie : “ Will you be so
said it.
thus talks to country girls:
gazed in wonder at Mr. Raymond, who Or sent by mail, postpaid,on receipt of frice. Tha
“ Wrong again. No estimableyoung good as to begin a waltz, Miss Dunlop ?
“The farmers’ daughters are soon to
ABSORPTION SALT is not mailable and mull
still held the church, and the pastor,
to
be
our
dance,
I
think,”
to
This
was
..
person with green eyes, a turn-up nose,
he sent by Express at Purchaser » expense.
be the life as well as the pride of this
too. The latter every now and then atsusceptible heart and £50,000 a year has Alic, and she sailed off with him tricountry— a glorious race of women which
The succes. of HOLMAN’S PADS ha* inspired
tempted an explanation, but before he
turned up yet. But it’s something near- umphantly.
Imitators who offer Pads similv u» form »n4
no other land can show. I seek not to
could get fairly started in that direction ' Odpr t° th* true HOLMAN S, saying, They
He came to her directly after the dance
ly as good. I am ordered to China.”
flatter them; for before they can Income
Mr. Raymond silenced him with words are just the same,’ etc.
“Oh, Alic!” she gasped, and burst was over.
this, they will have to make an earnest
Beware of all
onIT » sell ••
which chilled the hearts of the godly
“ I went down to Perlock to try and
into tears. It was very foolish of her,
effort of one or two things. There are
within hearing distance.^ Such was the the reputationof tho genuine.
but then she was only 16, aud had not find out where you had gone to, ’ he
some who deprecatetheir condition, and situation when good Warden Ash jury
See that each Pad bean tho Private Revyet acquired the praiseworthy art of said, “but nobody knew’.”
some who have a false pride in it, beenue
,be HOLMAN PAD COMBishop
appeared
in
the
sacred
edifice
“
It
didn’t
matter,”
she
said,
huskily,
concealingher feelings.
cause they demand more consideration
“Why, whatever are you crying for?” I letting her fingers wander vaguely over than they merit. A want of intelligence again. This time he was not alone. Pohe asked, and kissed away her tears, the keys to make believe she wasn’t on all the subjects of the day, and of a lice Officer St. John, armed with pon- lent free on application.Address,
derous night club, brought up the rear.
He’d kissed her ever since she was 5, ( very much interested in what he said,
refined education, is no more excusable
The Warden led on until lie was face to [/». 0. box 21li] 744 Broadways K* *•
and thought no more of it than if she
“ Yes, it did— it mattered a great deal,
in a country than iu a town-bred girl, in
face with Mr. Raymond. He said:
had been his sister, or the cat, except- Why, I have got a box full of curiosithese days * of many books and news“You must leave this church, Mr.
ing, perhaps, that it was nicer — which it | ties for you — clubs to fight with, and a
papers.
Raymond; you m-u-s-t leave.
was, no doubt. “I shall only be away | little heathen god or two, aud a statue
Many girls are discouraged because
Mr. Raymond was going te say lie
five years at most, and when I come of Buddha and all sorte of things. I
they cannot l>e sent away from home to
told you !
I should bring you tnem
them nome.
ho
back I’ll bring you a pig-tail,and an teld
choolB; but men of superior would not leave, and curse the Warden
again, when the officer collared him.
ivory tooth-pick,aud a whole lot of Do you live here I mean in this house ?_
d kli0wledge of the work! would
There was a one, two, three, and then
things, and—”
He said these laat words under his irather
^
---- for wives women well
woii and
onri
have
“Yes,” she said, listening attentively. breath, for the heiress came up, and properly educated at home. Aud this Mr. Raymond went out of that church
ou a run. Officer St. John dragged him
“ But then you’ll be a young woman he was carried off to dance with education
_________
can be had wherever the de- to the Third District Station where he
— I forget — aud ‘out,’ and all that sort Mrs. Somelxxlv at the other end of the I 8b.e ^ not wanting. A taste for reading
of thing, and won’t condescend to speak room., but not before Maggie had
wonders; and an earnest thirst after was locked up.
Is a preparation of Protoxideof Iron, Penrvlan
to a poor Lieutenant ; you will have all
, to
. him.
i--_ Soon
a
a reply
after this Miss knowiede is almost certain to attain a
Extra Hazardous.
Bark and the Phosphates,associated with the
Vegetable Aromatics. Endorsed by the Medical
the Squires and fox-hunters about the Pattersoncame up to the piauo, and, sweet draught from the ‘Pierian spring.’
A certain officer received a report of a Profession,and recommended by them for Dyaplace at your feet.”
saying that she wished to play herself.
There is a farmer’s daughter in this very policy written,covering, among others, peps at, General Debility, Female Dla*
eases, 'Want of Vitality, Herron* Pros“Oh! no, indeed, I shall not, Alic,” and that Maggie looked tired, dismissed room in which I am writing— a beautiful,
tration,C’onvaleseenre from Fever*
this item : $150 on her wigs, braids,
nnd ChronleCtslU* nnd Ferer. It serves
she said, eagerly.
her without being able to get another refined and intelligentwomen— in whose
puffs, rolls, curls and other hair for her
every purposewhere a Tome Is necessary.
“But I tell you you will. I believe look at Alic.
girlhood books were not so plenty as personaluse, etc.
Mannfietard by The Dr. HarterMeiiciieCo., St Lom
yon are a born little flirt, and I shall
The next morning, to Maggie’s very now, aud who obtained her fine educaThe presiding genius of said office exThe following Is one of the very many testlmo
come
back
and
find
—
”
Miss
Patterson
came
into
oome
greaj Hllrpri8e,
into tjon’ umjer difficulties which would have hibited an alarming ignorance of the
nlala we are receivingdally:
But she burst into tears again, and tbe school-room before the children had di8Couragedany but oue who had a true subject in writing the agent as follows
Gentlemen:—Some three months ago I began the
use of Dr. Harter'* Ikon Tonic, upon the adput up her prettv little hand to stop his i
i love for study*
“ This is an uncommon item, and, as
vice of many friendswho knew 1U virtues. I was
teasing, which she oould not hear just .< Mis8
—
. —
from general debility to auch an extent
Miss Dunlop,” she said stiffly,
stiffly, “
we find no blanks for an appropriate suffering
Uiat my labor was exceedingly burdensometome.
A Witch.
then. It seemed so oruel of him to should like to know where you say you
A vacation of a month did not give me much resurvey,
you
will
please
speedily
answer
HUThe great man is he who rises
laugh and joke when he was going away met Mr. Granger.”
lief. but on the contrary, was followed by InWhat is creased prostration and sinking chills. At this
perior to the prejudices of his age ; but the following interrogations’:
for five years. He did not seem to care
“ At Perlock. His uncle lived next
time I began the use of your Ikon Tonic, from
the color of her hair ? and, if red, dewhich I realizedalmost Immediateand wonderful
a bit, and she cou'd have broken her
door te my mother. He is a very old before the end of the seventeenth ccntresults. The old energy returned and 1 found that
cline.
Is
assured
married
or
single
?
If
ury — with the exception of Boheart upon the spot, and thrown away friend, indeed—”
my natural foree was not permanently abated. I
not single, is her husband quick tem- have used three bottles of the Tonic. Since using
din,
Erastus,
Reginald
Scot,
John
the pieces, so as never to be bothered
..
^ mtUK you. 1
W m“ Thank
I merely wished to
iuit I have done twice the labor that I ever did in the
pered?
Does
she
‘fire
up’
quickly
with it again. Then, seeing her mourn- qUire> because,of course, you must be Wagstaffe and Dr. Webster — there
same time during my Illness, and with double the
herself
?
If
single,
has
she
beaux,
and
ease. With the tranqun nerve and vlgorofbody,
had the boldful blue eyes, he was
aware that it is not usual for any one in were none
come also a clearnessof thought never before
do they smoke ? Does she use a spark has
ness
or
the
knowledge
to
brand
witchenjoyed. If the Tonic has not done the work, I
“I believe I shall oome back and find y0Ur position to make herself remarkaarrester?
Is
she
near-sighted
or
crossknow
not what. I give It the credit.
you just as great a little darling as you bje by havine long confidence talks with craft as a base and palpable superstition.
Most gratefullyyours.
eyed, and are he* dressing- mirror lights
We
find
Lord
Bacon
gravely
prescribing
J. P. WATSON,
any gentleman who may visit the house.”
Troy,
0
,
Jan.
1878. Pastor ChristianChurch.
globed or basketed ? Is she a match“henbane,
hemlock,
mandrake,
moon“ I don’t know what you mean, Miss
For Sale by Drugglitiand GeneralDealers Everywhere
shade, tobacco, opium and other sopo- maker, and is she subject to ’em ? Has
____ _________ _
, Patterson,” Maggie said, indignantly.
she sparkling eyes, and is she a heiress?
riferous
medicines
”
as
the
best
ingredistarve ever after— unless, of course,
Miss Patterson had swept out of
ents for a witch’s ointment. From the Limit degree of heat of curling tongs,
heiress turns
the room without deigning to reply.
and toilette chemicals to bay water and
“Oh, I hope she won’t 1” said Then Maggie went into her little pages of his “History of the World,” champagne, and not more hazardous.
we
see
that
the
gifted
and
practical
Sir
Maggie, like a truthful little idiot. 1 r0om; the one place she had in the world
Strike out lightning clause if steel hair“ Shall you ever write to me, Alic, entirely to herself, and cried till her Walter Raleigh was a firm believer in
this childish form of superstition. The pins are used. Celluloid pins, back Representing the choiceit-eelected Tortoisedear ?
eyes were red and her head ached.
combs, bang supportersand other arti“Yes, of course, I shall, and I shall t The lessons did not progress that learned Selden, in his “ Table Talk,
cles prohibited, and powder limited to
expect you to write back six pages morning. Maggie was thinkingof Alic, while pleasantly discoursingon the sul>_______ __ Made by the 8PE1 _____
ject of witches, shows that he also held twenty-five pounds in metal packages.
M’FG CO., 13 Maiden Lane, New York.
crossed, and all that sort of a thing, you who was no doubt strolling about the
If any moral hazard or enemies decline.
irnow
common listening to the band and mak- the same faith. Sir Thomas Browne,
The children the kindliest of physliciaus; Sir MatA Constant Lover.
and tliew Hale, one of the most acute and
Jeremy Bentham, the victim of a lifenonths passed and none | all the world seemed upside down, and spotless of Judges ; Hoblies, the skeptic
“ the eminent Dr. More, of Cambridge,” long attachment to a lady of the Fox win buy a postalcard on which to sand jarar addrere
came. “ Perhaps it takes longer for a all its ways turned crooked. Suddenly,
family, is a figure that takes us a little and recaivafrea (poatagaprepaid)a 100-p**a book on
letter to get here from China,” she at about 12 o’clock, just when Maggie and the patient and thoughtful Boyle,
“The Liver, ll* Di*ea*M and Ihohr Treatall were of opinion that witchcraft Was by surprise. In his eightieth year meat.” includingMalarial troubles, Hkadaobo, Dysthought, knowing as littie about the was in the middle of exooundmg as best
he wrote to her, reminding her of a
means of transit and the time it took as ahe could the eccentricitiesof the French an evil capable of solid proof, and that
W Broadway, Raw York.
its disciples merited sharp and swift flower which she had given him on the
if the Celestialcity had been in the grammar, tliere was a knock at me
punishment It was not until the dawn lawn at Bowood. “From that day not a
moon. But a yev passed, and yet no ; school-room door.
of the eighteenth century that men single one has passed (not to mention
letter came, and Maggie journeyed into I “ Come in,” she
_ ,
came to the coneulusionthat the devices nights) in which you have not engrossed
womanhood, but no word or sign came i The door opened, and there stood beA parmanant practicalroad vablcla,
of “witches aud witch- mongers ” were more of my thoughts than you could
from AHc Granger, and at laat she gave | fore her astonishedeyes the form of Alic
with which a personcan rida three
only so many tricks and fables, and ut- have wished." Sir John Bowring says
milaa aa aaallyas ha could walk ona.
hiw hp
.Granger, and behind him was a man
Sand U-oant stamp for M-paga catsterly unworthy of credence. The last that the old man was much mortified oy
logUB.
Maggie was 20 years old when her evidently his servant— with a box on his
the
coldness
of
the
answer
which
he
THK POP! M’FO 00,
judicial executionin England for witch5#4 Washington St, Boston,Warn.
father died, and the creditors pounced i shoulders.
craft took place in the year 1716, when a received.
down, and she and her mother were sold “ All right, Tom, put it down ; that s
flowers iu her golden hair, and waited
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INTEMPERATE SHOPPING.

her. It was quite difBrooklyn woman who attotal Abutinencefrom Shopping and
tended a picnic and saw her husband
lie Shopping- Women*! moderation
kiss another woman. She at once hit
Society.
thinks will injure

ferent with a

I

him over the head with the cover of an
ice-creamfreezer. He is now perfectly

[From the New York Time*.]

The awful prevalence of the vice of sane.
ihopping among women is one of those
signs of the times which lead the thought[From the LouUvllleHome end Farm.]
ful patriot almost to despair of the future
Frank 0. Herring, ksq., of the Chamof our country. Few people have any pion Safe Works, 251 and 252 Broadway,
idea of the extent to which our women New York, reportsthe use of SL Jacobs Oil
are addicted to this purse-destroying lor a stiffness and soreness of the shoulder,
vice. Statisticsshow that of every 1,000 with most pleasant and efficacious effects.
women between the ages of 18 and 45 no
Mr. Julian Hawthorne writes conless than 693 are habitual shoppers,and
of these more than one-half notoriously cerning Lord Beaconsffeld’saudacity:
shop to what; would be universally con- “Some years ago, while he was plain
sidered excess. Even girls younger Disraeli, he was at a large dinner, where
than 18 are frequently found shopping. his wife also was present— an excellent
Mothers have actually been known to lady, but not distinguishedfor outward
teach girls of tender years to shop by attraction.It happened that her next
urging them to ‘.‘play store” with one neighbor at the table was Bernal Osanother,and to go through the ghastly borne, and after the ladies had withmockery of buying useless things with drawn, the latter (who Inis the manners
unconvertiblepin currency. When these of a city cabman) broke out in a loud
children grow a little larger and go to voice: ‘Good God, Disraeli, how on earth
school, their mothers supply them with did you como to many that woman ?’
pocket-money, and abet them in going Hereupon ensued an appalled hush, all
into shops and openly buying ribbons eyes tixed on Disraeli. At length he
and things. It is now* a difficult teak
with a quiet, friged drawl: ‘Partly
find, even in a retired country farm- f°r one reason which you, Osborne, are
house, a girl who is absolutely uucon- i incapable of understanding— gratitude!’
laminated by shopping; for, although Tins completely crushed the vivacious
there may be farm-houses remote from 1 Osborne.”
all kinds of shops, nevertheless the
[From the Freeport(III.) Bulletin.]
tempter, in the shape of the peddler,
There
is now a substance which is both
will search out the innocent farmer’s
professionallyand popularly indorsed and
daughters,and with his wily ways lead
them to take the first steps in a career concerning which, Mr. J. B. Ferschweillcr,
Buttevillc,Oregon, writes: 1 have often
of headlong shopping. The husbands read of the many cures effected by 8t. Jathat have been ruined and the homes cobs Oil and was jiersuadedto try the remthat have been made desolate by wives edy myself. 1 was a sufferer from rheuwhose passion for shopping has mastered mutism and experienced great pains, my leg
them, are almost without number. The being so swollen that I could not move it.
amount of money annually spent in L procured St. Jacobs Oil, used it freely
shopping by the women of Ameiicu is so and was cured.
enormous that in comparison with it the
They stood at the gate beneath the
amount spent by men for whisky seems
starlight.In a few hours he would be
too trifling to deserve notice.
How to fight this terrible vice is a whirled away across the prairies, and
question to which there has hitherto she would return alone to wander wearily
and sadly amid scenes endeared by a
been no satisfactory answer.
We cannot look to legislation for any thousand tender recollections— if it
relief. Neither can we hope for any- hadn’t been that she wasn’t that sort of
thing from the efforts of professional a girl. “One last kiss,” he murmured
anti-shopping lecturers. These mis- fondly, “one last look — one last word—
guided women take the extreme ground what shall it be ?” She gave him the
that all shopping is a sin per se, and kiss, she gave him the look, and she
denounce even- shopkeeper as a fiend gave him these last words, “Remember
incarnate. They insist that the moder- your promise to me not to eat any
ate shopper is as bad as the woman onions.”
who wallows in shopping, and that she
The Greatest Blculng.
who buys a calico dress is as bad as

No poisonous drugs enter into the composition of Carbohue, u deodorizedextract of petroleum,the natural hair restorerand dressing,
as now improved and perfected. It is the perfection of the chemist’s art, and will, beyond a
peradventure,restore the hair on bald heads.

Book

lecturer may
to sign the total-

shoppers. Sometimes the

induce a few women
abstinence shopping pledge, but of the
signers nearly every one relapseswhen
the excitement of the lecture has been
forgotten. The truth is that people
will not be brought to regard total abstinence from shopping in any and all
circumstancesas a Christianduty.
The first ray of hope on this dark
matter has been afforded by the organ-

including til blinks needed to
make settlemantawith customers.
Money refunded if not entirely satisfactory.Address

xins OF ALL OT UBS BlTTItS.

ization of the “ Shopping- Women’s Moderation Society.” This society owes its
origin to several intelligentand upright
women who fully recognize the evils of
excessive shopping, but who do not con-

sider that shopping in moderationis
necessarilywrong. As is well known,
the favorite purchase of the confirmed
shopper is “trimmings.” After the
habit of shopping becomes fixed, calico,
barege, hosiery, and even gloves cease
to satisfy the victim. She craves the
stronger stimulus of “trimmings,” and
on these she squanders her own or her
husband’s substance. The “ ShoppingWomen’s Moderation Society” pledges
ita members to abstinence from trimmings, except when ordered by an experienced family dressmaker, and forbids them even to approach a counter
where “ trimmings ” are sold. The
members of the society also agree to indulge in shopping of any kind only in
the afternoon, and never as a mere
amusement. The funds of the society
will bo used to aid such confirmed shoppers as show an earnest desire to reform, and for the relief of distiessed and
impoverishedhusbands whose wives
have ruined them by excessive shopping ; and every member promises, in
employing servants, to give the preference to those who do not shop.
The influence of a society which thus
rejects the extreme measures employed
by the professional anti-shoppinglecturers, and appeals in a reasonable way
to the intelligence of the community,
ought to be very great. It will receive
the support of the very largo class of
people who are disgusted with the violence and intolerance of the professional
agitators. It is really the tixst organized effort to meet the evil of excessive
shopping wliich has yet been made.

Given Vf by

Doctor*.

--

possible that Mr. Godfrey is up
ip and at
work, and cured by so simple
. ' • a remedy?"
remedy ?M
“ I assure you it ia
ii true that he is entirely
entire!'
ith nothingbut Hop Bitten ; and
only ten days ago his doctors gave him up and
said be must die !”
“Well-a-day!That is remarkable L I will
go this day and get some for my poor Georgo I know hops arc good.”— Salem J1o»Lr
" In it

Insanity

from Kissing.

The “kissing games,”

in the country,

sometimes bring about strange results.
Mrs.
Thomas Armour, ^ of Schuylkill
county, Po., is insane from being a mere
looker-on. at one of these games. „ Four
years ago she attended a picnic in company wiCh her husband, whc> took part
in a “kissing game.” Mrs. Armour
watched the players for some time with
pleasing interest, until she saw her
husband Idas another woman. From that
moment she showed signs of insanity,
and has grown worse constantly. She
has an intense hatred for her husband,
and every other woman, whom she
,
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Recovnr their vitality by punning a course of Hoatet
StomachBitten, the moat popularInvigorantand
alterative medicine In use. General debility,fever and
ague, dyspepsia,conatipation,
rheumatiamand other
maladiesare completelyremoved by It. Ask those who
hare uaed it what It has done for them.
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AGENTS WANTED QUICK toMUtt*
How ready for Agruts.1/ott dtilrabk edition.Lww
rleed. iffUlmu are wattlnff for It. Qrand hanui
for Aftnli. Partlculan /tee.
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RHEUMATISM
Ag it is for aU diseaaeaof the

Druggistsand Dealen generally.

LIVKR AND

KIDNKVS,

BOWELS.

It eleanecethe eystem of the acrid poison
that oauaea the dreadful suffering which
only the victimsof Rheumatism can realise.

THOUSANDS OF CASES
of the worst forms of this terrible disssee
have been quickly relieved,In a abort Mae

!

PERFECTLY CURED.
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ELECTRIC SOAP
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an Immense
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& co,

pan

it.

Itactt tilth equal tffleieney
in

$12 a day at home easilymade. Coetly
fc outfit free. Address TBUE A Co., Augusta, Me.

nlktrfom.

GET ITOFYOUR DRUGGIST.PRICE. (LM
WELLS. KICUAUDSON A Co.. Prop’s*
(Will send the dry

postpaid.) mWOTOX.TT.

KIDNEY-WORT
war WAITS MONXTI T«.f BMordl.

SIX

Wilt t L« lurt.nl MoutUtto, fto.m.
or . b«.M moth g Ulr .. bU4
0. to THICSlff,
invir, ORATE Ih. HAIR utvh,?. Ao.'l U humtaut*.
Trr th.I front
diwor or j .htak ku NEVER
'IK VET
V
Fiim
.
LED.
g.nd UNIT HIE CENTO U Dr. J. (IONIAUZ, Sox 16 tV, Bmim, But. Uowut ot nil imlWlWu.

W

If ,o«

^
'

i

vkM.n

BmBUTHO u4
'

g,

LECTMC LIGHT!

Sired. for Mee-Ust aad Circulare, ad
SEYMOUR, SABIN AGO.

nrNKRVOUB DEBILITY. Lost Msnhood,
•nd impaired powers cured by MATHKWB'

ra,

Manufacture
0. N.

BUGGIES UbcIbbaU, O. Catalogue F&XX.
84,

86

;‘The Electric

Filet* mid VloMiuiloe*.
I V. box “Rough on Rats” keeps a house free
from Hies, bed-bugs,roaches, rats, mice, eta

at

*7

v

In this pwiiern

Maaufiacttiredtinder V.

M.

and Royal Letters Patent.

U

yon test with his GALVANOMETER.These Combs ure very
much stronger nnd twice on durable as any other Comb.
Pricm: In CELLULOID,of finest quality, highly nollihed. 8-lneh.
let

Here’a Fun! Humor! Laughter!" USe. postpaid.

B.

SMITH k CO. *1

Bond

Street.

it

curved,straightor slightly tapered,(1 ‘ii. For finest-nniitud
HARD
RUBBER, 8)t-inch, $1.00. 8- ncU Rubber Comb, 76 cents. Sent, post
paid, on receipt of Stampa, Postal Monsy Order or Registered Letter
For hill particulars and terms to Agants address

XSPOOPENDYKE

W.

Ho.

imparts to the Bcilpnew IJleand Vigor, gives to the Hsir s perfectly
healthy tone, preventingits fsllinv ont or turninggray. Will. In a abort
ttma cure the most rllstreMin/ NKURALGIA or KiIKUMATIHM mtba
SCALP, or PAINS in »ny part of the Head. To show Its power sad
ELECTRIC CURRENT, or r,Odlc Force/'ask roar druggist or dealsr

once for
Aj the P.nglish "6th and 7th Hooks of Moaee." Genuine. Never l>eforeoffered. Addreaa
VICTOR PUBLISHING CO.. KUxabethville,Pa.

"

Minn.

ct. National PublishingCo.. Chicago, III

T ATEAT TKAXSLATIOX.—Rend

Base ball clubs have their uses. Some
of them bring forward colleges that
otherwise would not be heard ol—Xtw
Orleans Picayune.

;

Wonder.”

Stillwater,

U.

XUUBti WHITING TO ADVERTIKERS,
v pleaar say yoa aaw the advertlaemanl

unsealed
D. 8. D. MATHEW’S A CO..
and 88 Fifth Avenue, Chicago,111.

paper, sent free

make

men

Improved Klectro- Magnetic Belt and Absorbent
Bird* nt Pn/A Tvlfl Innhmm _ f/mr

*3 per

also

themosfpsr/srtaiaaasf.sndTrartlon Att
ts can be furnishedwith any of them.

in

Piii

sionary cause will suffer.

wood or
very eooaoml

For
it

We

<fc C a. dJOft per day at home. Samples worth $5 free.
U>0 10 «PIU Address Stinson A Co., Portland,Me.

biliousness,

the

the vsrloiis ulzm/Ued/or

S'eam or llorie-l'otter,
otter,as desired.
Klward The Pitta, and
The Klward,

SPRING MEDICINE.

veara

nervous diseases.

oastl,

Always cures BILIOUSNESS, CONSTIPATION, PILES and all FEMALE Diseatts.
Is put up In Dry Tegetabls Fens, In tin cans,

ATQAWKEK.
/

and wraratlnfqualities.Havre nil
the uruin, and clcane It

itr
(lireshlmr

>a tbs most sflbotual remedy tor cleansingtbs
•yetemof all morbid Mentions.It should bo
used In every household as a

Han.”

WHEELS

not

wood

Is

KIDNEY-WORT

col-

representingShak-

Seven Ages

BEST THRESHER ON
It

failed. Itla mild, but efficient, CERTAIN
IN ITS ACTION, but harmless In all cases.
(Wit eleaases, Streagtheas and gi tea New
Life to all the importautorgsnaof
the body.
The naturalaction of the Kidneya ia raetored.
The Liver is oleanaedofalldiseaae.and the
Bowelamove freely and healthfully.In this
way the worst dissaeesare eradicated from
theeystem.
As it hae been proved by thousands that

cer.

MEN

all

Bind fob Ciboulab.
All above
Hoy Bitten Mf(. Co., RoebnUr,N.Y., A
A Tonste, Oat.

THE GREAT CURE

ter’a

U

DN EY-

I

An old lady says it is remarkable the
r^„WS,*
number of people willing to take foreign YOUNB
lug offices. Address Valentine Bbos., Janesville,W!«
missions, aud she fears the home mis-

aud

I C. ts an absolnteand Irresistiblecun for
Drunkenness, use of opium, tobacco and
narootlcs.

REVISED NEW TESTAMENT

Published by 0. a C. MERRIAM, Springfield,Mass.

Feeble nnd Sickly Persons

E. Piukham's Vegetable Compound.

Kidnet-Wort radically cures

1

81000 IN COLD,

Drugglttt.

all

DICTIONARY.

have been completelycured by the use of Lydia

piles

for sale by

usnesSySjrc^ euneuian de» pealidly

Aik your drugglit for Bop Bitten and try
them before you deep. Take no ether.

T>IG WAGES, summer and winter. Samples free
man’s good breeding is the best XJ
National Copying Co., 3(AI West Marlison-.t.,Chicago
security against other people’s ill-manWomen

T o

BloW.

Will be paid for a ease they will got rare or
help, or for anything Impure or Injurious

A

ners.

AU Dltetsesof the Stomach, Bowels, Blood,
Liver.Kldners,andUrlnaryOrgnni, Ner-

WARRANTED CURE.

A

gM.a

Kverj-lhinff Failed Von l
Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.

CONTAINS

THEY CURE

at.,

try

(A Medicine, not n Drink.)

HOPS, BUCHU, MANDRAKE,
DANDELION,
An thi Pubbst and Birr MedicalQu au-

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Ha*

HOP BITTERS.

Manafisld,Richland Co., O.

H<|S!!Tt&

An elderly lady said ber husband
116 South Fourth St.,
was very fond of peaches,and that was
his only fault. “Fault, madam,” said
one, “how can you call that a fault?”
“Why, because there are differentways
of eating them sir. My husband takes
T|K. IlIJNTKK. 103 State
Chicago,treats bucthem in the form of brandy.”
U cesafully Throat and Lung DUeasaa by Inhalation.
Then

i&xfsr

THE AULTMAN A TAYLOR GO.,

to

she who buys forty yards of trimmings
or insertion. If one of these lecturers
happens to bo an eloquent woman, a
reformed shopper, with a fund of comic
anecdotes and pathetic stories illustrative of the follies and miseries of shopping, she is moderately sure to draw a
large audience,but she produces little
or no effect in reclaiming confirmed

TMm

Worth (26. For sal# for K Cento.
Tmbkbhebman'iBoouxirna,

'

A simple, pure, hirmtesa remedy, that cares
every time and prevents disease by keeping the
blood pure, stomach regular, kidneys and liver
active, is the greatest blessingever conferred
upon man. Hop Bittersis that remedy, and
its proprietors are being blessed by thousands
who have been saved and cured by it. Will
yon try it? Boe another column.— Eagle.

for

.

Now York.

LONDON ELECTRIC FABRIC COH
P. O.

OPIUM HABIT AND DRUNKENNESS.

Box

4048.

144 Dnaae

St., Hew

York.

An

Eilekt’hExtuact of Tar and Wild Cherry
has been used for twenty years, and during that
tune has saved many very valuable lives. Do
not neglect a cough or cold until it is too late.
Try tins excellent remedy, and we are sure you
will be couviuced of its merits. Chronic

Coughs, and even Consumptives, are cured by
following the directions.Every bottle is warranted to give satisfaction.Prepared by the
Emmert Proprietary Co., Chicago. Bold by
all good druggists.

Fob dyspepsia, indicestionjdepressionof
and general debility in their various
forms, also as a preventiveagainst fever and
ague and other intermittent fevers, the Febbo
Fuohpuorated Euxib of Calisaya Bark, made
by Caswell, Hazard A Co., New York, and sold
spirits

by all druggists, is the best tonic, and for patients recoveringfrom fever or other sicknese
it has no equal

Ye martyrs to Sick-headache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism,Sciatica, |poor circulation!Dm.
Holman's remedies are the only things yoi
need. Build up just where the pulling dowr
began— the stomach. Are von an aged per
son? Then assist the vital forces with Uu

abaolnte, speedy and Irresistiblecure for either.
Medicine $2.00 ner tattle. A cure warranted. Address
GKO. 0.
Satatha,Nemaha Co., Kanaaa.

MAGUIRE.

HEAPEST
Macaulay'i Hlitory of England.
i rpe ISmo vola
doth onh Si.tMJ**bound,
I

c

1

;

*

j? io tu. *
/V«.
l«h 8L. N.Y. P.0. Box OSS

for eol

MANHATTANBOOK 00, It W.

T\

DIBLE REVISION

careful student.Ulikily to aeek, upon about » fKJO subjects In every departmentof human knowledge.
Chambers's Encyclopaedia,however. Is a foreign production, edited and published for a foreignmarket, and
and cheapest Illustrated edition of the Re
could not be expectedto give as much
vised New Testament.Millions of people are waitingfor
lean readers might desire. To supply
'
It. Do not be deceived by the Cheap John publlahen of
of American editors and writers have
«
added important articles u(innBboBt]
Inferior editions.Bee that the copy yon buy contains topics covering the entirefieldof human knowledge, bringing thf vholo numtar of titlesunder one alpli
160 fine engravings on stool and wood. Aaente are betical arrangementto about 4n,(U>. Thus the work Is .horoughly Amerlcanlwd,nnd the Libraryof Univercoining raoaieyselling this edition.Send for circolin.
sal Knowledgebecomes at once the latest and most romplet'1KncydopiedinIn the field,at a mere fraction
NATIONAL PUBLISH INO 00.
of the cost of any similarwork which has preceded It.
Chicago,ill.
the volumea, complete. Jn ertraelo'h binding, tiS.OO.In half Russfn.sprinkled edges,
iaauu In
llbrurysheep, marbled
"
gauu.
In half RuulA.
Russia,gilt top, ra-VJ n fu.l
fud library
edires. #2Ti.U).
native value and Importance
importanceof 1.1s
Eitcvclobs>
The superlative
LIs great Encyclopedia
lies especially In the fact that Ills
brou^ wmdn i^e rewh^n^ri^i^w
»!»« knowiedgtand culture, it li really* hbntryof
unlTewal knowledge. It hrinpi a lib-

The

best

For

The
v/

Address

Pri#***
nrlV/C

iT.

tkno

----

•’

wl>0
n

HICAGO PITTS!

Revolution

4

that such a Cyclopedia shall henceforward
form a^srt o' the outfit of hN home. To the professions!m*rT

ever-continuousnerve tonic found in
will sustain yon at
nothing else can.

ro

________

books are not so well pleased to sell the Llbrury of univmal
VJ cent commission, though thosewho aro
not shoi'-slghtcd
discoverUiat their own Iniert'su. after alL
are Identical with the Interests of fke people, and their real profits, in the end, are Increased,by the luunenso
“lr*'T*|lch,IT*ult from meeting the people's wants. The majority of booksellers,however,aro better
dfn

51 1

rec-

ommended by

UaliUVl
If 0 W a
...... »wwwww«aww

^

and Uhas never looked lu rain, as our more than one million—
small jolw. horse or steam power : the only Apron
Machine that threeheaand claaiu /tax and all yra in*
perf

telly. “

Chicago Pitt!” Double Pinion

Mounted HoraePovrera

BLACK

are

thtbutinDuworld.

m fortowi^^dlrectlyfrom ua, and

regularFrazer axle grease saves money
for the consumer. The light-colored or yellow
loosens the spokes.

jmu m

\

»***uvna«e,

ToandClubyou Agents.
ratM

by unlUng with your neighbors

friends

can secure club

A discount of 10 ner cent will be allowed to anyone ordering at one time three or more
Cyctopeedla; and a discount of 15 per cent will be allowed to auy one ordering five or more

HAWK

The

KB8LTKD

has

AGENTS WANTED FOB

gentlfe,

stock-owners who have used
them as the Ijest Horse and Cattle Medicine to
be bad. If the animal is Scraggy,Spiritless,
or
has no apnetite, these Powders are an excellent remedy, and every owner of stock will do
well to try them. They are prepared by the
Emmert ProprietaryCo., Chicago,III, a very
reliablefirm, and sold by all good druggists. .

The month of July, if»i,witnesses the completion of the largest and most Important literary work this
countryand the centuryhave seen. Ills the Library of Universal Knowledge large type edition, In U
largo octavo volumes, containing 10 percent more matter than Appleton's Cyclopedia, at leu than onefiftk
Its cost, and 20 per cent more than Johnson’s Cyclopedia, at a littlemore than one-fourth Us cost
Chambers's EneycloprHlA. which forms the basis of the Library of Universal Knowledge (the last London
editionof 1HW being reprintedvertatlm as a portion of ita oontenUUsthe lutarious product of the ripest
Britishand European scholarship. It
developed through a century of Cyclopedia

Db. Holman’s Pad. It

Uncle Sam’s Condition Powders are

The Cyclopaedia WaiC

$5,000
$5,000

Reward WlMSi

aeta of th*
sets atone

Mr

Reward

PKO.1I DEATH.

.

WllllAm J. Coughlin, of Somerville, Mate., up: In the
fall of 1876 I was taken with bleedingof the longs, followed by a aerere cough. I lost my appetite and fleah,
and was confined to my bed. In 1877 I was admitted to
the hospital The doctors said I had a hole in my long aa
big as a half dollar. At one time a report went around
that I was dead. I gave up hope, but a friend told me of
Db. William Hall's Balsam fob the Lungs. I got
a bottle,when, to ray snrpriAe, I conRnenced to feel better, and to-day I feel better than for thifc yean past. I
write this hoping every one afflictedwith diseasedlunga
will take Db. William Hall's Balsam, and beconrtnoed that consumption can be cubed. I can poeitivelysay it has done uioie good than all the other medicines I have taken since my stekneaa.

•ab^r‘iTr» rnu*t in

wry

fcr irfir

esse be forwardedto us. The

.to

^ ^

SSs-SSSIES

w

*

flrit

$5,nro named will be die-

":w"d• “<,er

^

2fi,r “,L,,br*,ryS*. lJlnI,1,rwSRl
Knowledge"will be sent free upon request. Descriptive

7

H. A. Pins’ SONS MFG. CO.
and 0 8. JefTereon 8t. CHICAGO. ILU

AMERICAN
BOOS EXCHANGE,
ALDEN, Manager. 704 Broadway, New York.

JOHN

B.

Column. the

Karmen’

.....
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The Ooddllsg Moth.
month to commence active

is the

operations against this pest of the orchard

which reduces beyond computation the
of the fruit grower. Thousands
upon thousands of barrels of otherwise

o

fine apples are yearly rendered totallyunfit

market by a

for

dirty worm,. the

starred offspring of a little miller

ill-

U:.

known

as the coddlingmoth. So extensiveaud

Some of those goods will be sold

devastating had this evil become before a

remedy was found that

AND SUMMER GOODS

SPRING
;•

profits

at Cost, such as

became a serious

it

question whether the orclirfdinterests of

by

the country would not be ruined

But man with

made

his giant Intellect was

M-F

worm. Dominion **»» given him over the
beasts of the field »nd the fowls of the
it

interest was Jeopardized,the light of

The

to the reseflk

came

habits of the pest

were observed and studied, and as n result

of

this

observation and study

a

common

sure

diligence

wn3

can save his fruit. It
found that the worm of the moth

after

obtainingits growth

aod perseverance

left the fruit and

sooght some dry sheltered place to spin
its

moth would take wing aud become

the
vile

the Time for bargains.

is

Also, Straw Hats of every description will be closed out at

A few thousand feet
Shingles, Lime,

etc., at

she.” This remedy is to furnish the
worm an inviting place to do this business
at once easy of access to him and to the
onhardist. Paper bands from two or
three inches iu width, lined with a narrow

enough to
around the tree, have been extensively aud successfully used; these are
strip of cotton flannel and long

reach

drawn tight around the trunk of the tree

btutes, in colors, L,,

e.

Hj^RRiJsra-Tonsr.,

cr.

A Large and Fine

DontyouPorgetif j0sLnT & jeST,

T

POrfER.

J.

K.

General Manager, Chicago. J. R.

is

man

just the

—

TINWARE,
I

SASH AND DOORS,
-- Just received

J. R. K. wants every one of you.

Paints and
J.

Ii.

K. wants

a

HS

Oils,

brush with you.

folded lengthways,so us to make a double

PUMPS AND FITTINGS,

band about the inches wide. This affords
paper

down

the water runs

J.

STOVES,

course these bands want to be put on with
the open side

down. We

„*ow

have trapped in

to

each

tree,

|

. Iu «(
out mu- chnnire of car* to
anil
Dirir.g fi.i ap-.t1taohrclto all thmu-h tr .ln . in whir.
njeaNriu) bo obt.iimul at in.- rva*on
able price of «cv- ntt tiv . oir*
.

DE.WE

|0EN.PASS’2AGT..C
B

&

fruit trees of

Hartford, Conn., are

so scourged by caterpillars that they are
as brown as if swept

by

a

Buinbridge, Ga., ami

How

fire. Apples ap-

FIRST
sorry crop

WARD

is

over run with

wolves

GroceryHouse

that are making havoc in sheep folds. In

some parts of the country they kill the
sheep in the daytime.
At

least one-third of the corn crop is en-

by
the

white worm which bores
young stalk just above the root.

into

cutworm

has

a small

In Arkansas a species of

completely destroyedthe stands of cotton

many large plantations.Many
portions of the Slate arc overrun with

JAMES RYDER,

Prop’r.

worms and bugs, with
than were ever known
cutworm has gone over
in South River,

to tobacco

and

Ravine purchaundthe Interest formerly owned
by Mr. M. Seery, and having leased my Hotel. I
will devote my entire attention to the Grocery Business,and therefore respectfullycall the attention
of the citizens of Holland to my new business.
The store Is on the

Even Texas complains of

11

Ann

St.

I

crop

cries out In

The CulverwellMedical Co.,
New York. N.Y.; Post Office box. 4’88.

FLOUR

RECEIVED

NOTIONS,

you judge us.

a rainy season

Hats and Caps,
At the store of

sorrow over bud
JAS.
Holland, April

Chowan section of North

Carolina is suffering incalculable injury

SHOLES INSECT

have been destroyed
by the bests stripping the bark and depositing their eggs.

1881.

G.

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

10-tf

BY

«

M

CHEMICAL MF’C.CP
% ROCHESTER N.Y.
•KILLS ALL. INSECTS
AM.

DRESS

GOODS,

A

full line

CALICOES,

.pm

known in

finest

811k to the cheapest.

Embroidery, Laces, Yarns,

HOSIERY, ETC-

The grasshoppers,locusts, and cotton
worms have become such a burden that
some Texas farmers wHl try the experl,
meat of importing the Lubbock beetles
from Russia that

TABLE LINEN,
From the

the valley.

are

on th^se^ests.

/sainwM 02

itt

hcouVn?,

Also a Full Line of

as at

have a

A

.very voracious sod

$350

MONTH!

A0XHT3 WAKTZO!

H«i tMUIac ArlUl#. la Iht W»H4 1 a mid.
pi.fr-,AdJAY BRONSON. Dotnh.JUcb
7 5

full

any other place.

lino of Tena. from 25 ccntB per

We

sell

Glassware Setts at 40 cents and

ever invented for

RESTOR-

ING GRAY HAIR TO ITS

State

YOUTHFUL COLOR AND

Aseayer
and

<

food and color to the hair
glands without staining tho
skin. It will increase and
thicken the growth of the
hair, prevent its blanching
and falling off, and thus

upwards.

AVERT BALDNESS.

ALL KINDS OF COUNTRY PRODUCE
BOUGHT AND SOLD.

>

It enres Itching, Erup-

and Dandruff. As a
HAIR DRESSING It Is very
desirable,giving the hair a
silken softness which all
admire. It keeps the head

Chemist
of

Don’t Forget the Place.
M. HUIZENGA & CO.
Holland, Mich., May

2,

1881. 13-3m

Mass.
and

leading

Physicians

endorse
and
recom-

mend

tions

it

as a

peat
triumph
in

clean, sweat and healthy.

medi-

cine.

AND DRAYING.
BUCKINGHAMS By£
E. J.

HARRINGTON, Jr.

WHISKERS
BROWN

will change the beard to a
Having on hand n largo number of wagons snd
horses, he ii enabled to serve his enstomers or
strangers,at the shortest possible notice, and at
the most reasonable rates.

Heavy or Light Braying
at

UiHiHinu npiVyjil
21-w8

of PROVISIONS, as Cheap

GINGHAMS,

HANDKERCHIEFS

say that all crops are looking well, and

preparation

It enpplies the natural

DELAINES,

H/\RMi.ES5.T0;^V^RYjTRINCELSE

farmers from Lake City to Bid well, Cal.,
the yield will bo the largeat ever

>-

CASHMERES,

'

Farmers about Joliet, III., report fruit
ruined, hay less than half a crop, while

1b the best

TEAMING

EXTERMINATOR,

PUT UP ONLY

through the locust plague. Whole forests
of valuable timber

13,

RYDER.

and

LIFE.

pound and upward.

DRY GOODS,

for over twenty yean,

CHIMNEY

FEED,

and

ubc by the public

Corn, Oats, Etc.

A very large stock of

Give us a trial before

County.
entire

43-ly

Address

I will

prospects,and

are demoralizing farmers in Greene

HEROLD

1880.

& Go.

M. Huizenga

8-1 v

Cor.EighthandFishSt.

worms, cut worms, and cold nights that

live

Restored

1,

GLASSWARE,

JUST,

the

chewing

1880.

1,

edition of Dr. CULVERWELL’S CelebratedEssay on the radical cure of
Dealers in
Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal Weakness. Involunlary Seminal Losses, Impntcncy,Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc ;
also, Consumption. Epilepsyand Fils, induced by
self-indulgenceor sexual extravagance, <£c.
The celebrated author, in this admirableEssay,
clearlydi-monstrates, from a thirty years' successful practice,that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse nnybe radically cured: pointing out
a mode of cure at once simple, certain aud eflcc.iual. by means of which ev.-ry sufferer,no matter And all kinds of Flower Pots. Hanging Baskets,
what his conditionmay be. may cure himself
Etc., Etc., Etc.
cheaply, privately,and radically.
llh This Lecture should be in the hands of Cull and seethe
every youth and every man in the land,
which never breaks.
bent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address pott-jyahl.on receipt of six cents or two
We always have on hand a stock of
postage stamps.
ALSO A SURE

Md.

that is ruining

The

How

E.

Holland, Mich.. Sept.

WE HAVE

endeavor to keep on hand a complete supply. and fill all orders promptly to the best of my
greater appetites ability.

before,

Rapids, Dec.

US.

82 EIGHTH STREET 82

We

Reports from Oglethorpe, Ga., give more

Alabama

Grand

CALL AUD SEE

St.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Michigan.

new

CURE FOR TAPE WORM.

on a great

locusts.

Lost,

ST.

South Division

MICA LAMP

ely destroyed in Chancery, Ga., caused

tit

of

CROCKERY,

but walermellous are doing

Gatesville,Texas,

MONROE

GROCERIES,

is

well, and there will be a big crop.

__
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